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Abstract

Nutrient pollution represents one of the most significant threats to water quality in the United
States and worldwide due to its physical complexity and the magnitude of its attendant
environmental costs. Nutrient pollution problems involve elements of hydrology, biology, and
engineering that complicate the economic analysis of optimal management and the design
of efficient policy. These elements include 1) the persistent nature nutrient pollution, 2) the
capital intensity of nutrient abatement processes, 3) lags times between nutrient discharge
and delivery, and 4) the need to manage multiple pollutants jointly. Each essay in this
dissertation treats some combination of these four elements.

The first essay examines the combined implications of elements 1, 2, and 3, developing a
model to capture these aspects of the nutrient pollution problem and solving for the optimal
time path of nutrient reductions across two polluting sectors—wastewater and agriculture.
The model is calibrated to conditions in the Chesapeake Bay watershed and the optimal
solution is compared to the reductions specified by the Chesapeake Bay’s current Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) policy. The optimal plan calls for much more aggressive
nutrient reductions in early periods relative to the TMDL, and the TMDL’s total social
cost exceeds the least-cost dynamic solution by 5-9% (depending on the lag length in the
agricultural sector). An alternative policy—a time-invariant plan that jumps immediately to
and maintains the optimal steady state loads for all time—exceeds the cost of the dynamically
optimal plan by only 0.05%, suggesting the gains to a time-varying policy to be small despite
the inherently dynamic character of the problem.

The second essay examines the implications of lag times for the design of markets for nu-
trient reductions. I characterize the first-best solution to the problem of managing discharges
among sources with varying lag lengths, noting that optimality requires separate “regimes”
of control corresponding to sets of sources that delivery their pollution at the same time.
While this first-best solution would be prohibitively complex with either a forward market or
a trading ratio system, the essay proposes a second-best trade ratio system that incorporates
an adjustment to the trading rules based on the lag length disparity between the sources
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involved in the trade. This second-best system will implement the optimal steady state loads
in the long run, representing a practical approach to governing trades between the point and
nonpoint sectors given differences in lag lengths.

The third essay examines the implications of complementarity in the costs of nitrogen and
phosphorus removal at wastewater treatment facilities for the timing of policy implementa-
tion. When policies for two or more interdependent pollutants are implemented sequentially,
potential cost savings may be overlooked. I develop a conceptual framework for evaluat-
ing the efficiency loss associated with managing two pollutants through a sequential policy.
Analysis shows that the sequential policy is inefficient only for a subset of possible joint dis-
charge targets (even when cost interdependencies exist). This framework is useful not only
for evaluating and designing markets for nutrient reductions where municipal wastewater dis-
chargers feature prominently, but also for other areas of environmental policy such as land
conservation, habitat protection, and carbon sequestration where multiple environmental
goods are produced jointly.

Overall, the essays represent three novel approaches for modeling several complex ele-
ments of the nutrient pollution problem. The findings therein offer conceptual guidance for
the design of policies to help control it.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In the summer of 2014, the Collins Park Water Treatment Plant in Toledo, Ohio detected

harmful levels of microcystin1 in the city’s drinking water, prompting Mayor Michael Collins

to issue a do-not-drink advisory for area residents [28]. Ohio Governor John Kasich soon

thereafter declared a state of emergency as over a half-million people were left without clean

drinking water for parts of three days [17]. The elevated microcystin levels were attributed

to an algal bloom that formed over the western part of Lake Erie near the Toledo’s water-

intake pipe. Algal blooms have become commonplace in Lake Erie, especially after spring

rains flush excess fertilizer into the lake from surrounding farmland. Indeed, this was not the

first occasion an Ohio community’s drinking water had been tainted by harmful algae—less

than a year prior, nearby Carroll Township had also been forced to issue a similar do-not-

drink advisory during the second largest algal bloom in the lake’s history [80].

Problems of this kind are not restricted to Toledo. In the past several decades, the ecosys-

tems of countless streams, lakes, and coastal waters around the world have seen increases

in toxic algae prevalence, declines in dissolved oxygen levels (hypoxia), and a reduction of

economically and ecologically important stocks of fish and other aquatic animals [16, 76].

Governments worldwide have mobilized resources to assess the nature and causes of these

problems. In 1974, seven European nations agreed to the terms of the Helsinki Convention

to determine the extent to which the declining ecological health of the Baltic Sea was at-

tributable to human influence [11]. Japan took similar action in 1978 to study the onset

of similar problems in the Seto Inland Sea [6]. As a result of these and similar initiatives,

scientists have identified excessive nutrient enrichment, or “nutrient pollution,” as the main

1a toxic by-product of cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) known to impair liver function
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source of the water quality impairments previously described. While nutrient concentrations

can fluctuate through natural hydrological processes, long run data suggest that anthro-

pogenic infusions of limiting nutrients such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are driving

these changes [7, 15]. The problem has become so widespread in the United States that an

EPA task group recently identified nutrient pollution among the costliest and most challeng-

ing environmental problems of the 21st century [44], with the Chesapeake Bay and the Gulf

of Mexico representing the highest profile examples [61].

Chesapeake Bay has been at the center of national nutrient pollution policy discussions

in the United States. During the last several decades, the country’s largest estuary has

seen increases in the average sizes of hypoxic and anoxic zones, a higher prevalence of toxic

algae, declining in water clarity, and a lower prevalence of submerged vegetation [48, 34, 29].

In the interest of protecting the Bay’s ecological resources, the U.S. EPA, along with the

Commonwealths of Virginia and Pennsylvania, the State of Maryland, and the District of

Columbia agreed to coordinate efforts to improve the estuary’s ecological health, signing

the Chesapeake Bay Agreement of 1983 [63]. Failure to produce material improvements

in the Bay’s ecological health over the ensuing years eventually led the EPA in 2010 to

establish a total maximum daily load (TMDL) for the Chesapeake Bay’s 64,000 square mile

watershed [41]. This, the largest TMDL in history, defined limits on the quantities of N,

P, and sediment delivered annually to the Bay and requires that states develop watershed

implementation plans (WIPs) to specify how these limits would be attained [63]. While the

economic analysis in this dissertation applies to nutrient pollution problems in general, the

ecological and political significance of the Chesapeake Bay make it a natural application for

the economic models developed herein.

Nutrient pollution problems involve physical, biological, and engineering features that

complicate the economic analysis of optimal management and the design of efficient policy.

First, rates of algae growth and their attendant damages to aquatic environments depend

importantly on the accumulated stocks of N and P [71]. This biological feature creates a need

for dynamic analysis since the decision about how much nutrient delivery to allow over time

must take into account current and future effects. Second, the processes required to reduce

N and P discharges are more capital intensive in some sectors than others. In particular, the

procedures for removing nutrients from municipal wastewater often involve large, irreversible

investments in pipes, basins, and aeration tanks [68]. These stocks of capital are costly to

adjust in the short run, which introduces an additional dynamic element to the problem.

Third, sources of nutrients to receiving waters differ widely with respect to the delay
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between the time the nutrients leave the source until their eventual delivery. Many of the

most prominent sources of N and P are agricultural operations whose nutrient runoff may not

arrive at the receiving waters until years or decades later [55]. The substantial heterogeneity

in the speed of delivery from various sources must be accounted for in decisions about where

to allocate nutrient reduction effort across a watershed and when considering how sources

should be allowed to offset one another.

Fourth, nutrient pollution involves multiple pollutants that are interdependent with re-

spect to both environmental effects and reduction costs. Research in the natural sciences

have found that reductions of both N and P are critical for maintaining healthy estuaries

and coastal waters [12, 64] and attention must therefore be paid to their joint control. Like-

wise, engineering principles dictate that the capital costs associated with reducing N and P

concentration in wastewater are interdependent. Cost-effective targeting of joint reductions

must therfore keep this in mind.

The essays in this dissertation each treat some combination of these four complicating

features. Chapter 2 examines the combined implications of the persistence of nutrients

in water systems (element 1), the differences in the capital intensity of reduction measures

among various nutrient sources (element 2), and differences in lag times among those sources

(element 3) for the timing of nutrient reduction effort. The management question becomes

how to jointly manage harmful nutrient stocks and stocks of nutrient abatement capital over

time.

The Chesapeake Bay TMDL of 2010 set a goal to reduce nitrogen discharges by 68 million

lbs per year by 2025, relative to the 260 million lbs. discharged in 2009. The policy required

60% of these annual reductions to be performed by 2017 (the midpoint of the time frame)

with the remaining 40% completed by 2025. The 2017 and 2025 targets represent a simple

“time path” for nitrogen load reductions where loads are drawn down gradually from a

high baseline. The policy question to be explored is whether the gradual reductions under

this plan bear any relation to an optimal reduction time path that accounted for pollution

stock dynamics, capital stock dynamics, and the lags that characterize load reductions in

the agricultural sector.

Chapter 2 develops a model to capture the relevant hydrological and economic aspects of

this problem. The model is calibrated to conditions in the Chesapeake Bay watershed and

is used to compare the optimal solution to the reductions specified by the Chesapeake Bay’s

current Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) policy. The optimal plan calls for much more

aggressive nutrient reductions in early periods relative to the TMDL, and the TMDL’s total
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social cost exceeds the least-cost dynamic solution by 5-9% (depending on the lag length in

the agricultural sector). An alternative policy—a time-invariant plan that jumps immedi-

ately to and maintains the optimal steady state load—exceeds the cost of the dynamically

optimal plan by only 0.05%.

Chapter 3 examines the implications of lag times (element 3) for the design of markets

for nutrient reductions. Past research has examined how spatial heterogeneity [58, 43] and

risk [54, 37, 36, 39] influence the optimal design of these markets. The fact that sources

delivering pollution to the body of water can have such different lag lengths implies that

these discharges are not perfect substitutes. To guarantee efficiency of a market involving

sources with dissimilar lag lengths, a set of trading rules must be established to account for

the lag length disparity.

The essay first characterizes the first-best solution to the problem of managing discharges

among sources with varying lag lengths, noting that optimality requires separate “regimes”

of control corresponding to sets of sources that deliver their pollution at the same time.

While this first-best solution would be prohibitively complex to achieve with either a forward

market or a trading ratio system, the essay then proposes a second-best trade ratio system

that incorporates an adjustment to the trading rules based the lag length disparity between

the sources involved in the trade. If established immediately, this second-best system will

implement the optimal steady state loads in the long run. The simple design proposed here

represents a practical approach for governing trades between the agricultural and wastewater

treatment sectors given differences in lag lengths.

Chapter 4 examines the implications of interdependencies in the costs of N and P removal

at wastewater treatment facilities (element 4) and the costly adjustment of these processes

(element 2) for the timing of policy implementation. While the chemical and biological

processes that remove N and P from wastewater are distinct, the fact that these systems

share certain components implies that upgrades for N (P) removal are less costly where P

(N) removal capacity already exists [68]. Lence et al.’s [52] analysis of optimal nutrient

removal upgrades among municipal wastewater facilities on the Willamette River show that

the sequence of policy implementation matters for the cost-effectiveness of nutrient removal

investments when there are complementarities in the pollution reduction process. When

policies for two or more pollutants are implemented sequentially, potential cost savings can

be overlooked. Policies implemented with the joint reduction target in mind from the start

will be more cost-effective.

While Lence et al. [52] identify this issue, their empirical approach (optimizing over a
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set of discrete pollution reduction options) precludes them from drawing more general con-

clusions about how the degree of cost complementarity affects the magnitude of the losses

associated with a sequential policy relative to a simultaneous one. In this essay, I develop a

conceptual framework for evaluating the efficiency loss associated with managing two pollu-

tants through a sequential policy. The analysis shows that the sequential policy is inefficient

only for a subset of possible joint discharge targets, even when these cost interdependencies

exist. This framework is useful not only for evaluating and designing markets for nutrient

reductions where municipal wastewater dischargers feature prominently [65, 66], but also

for other areas of environmental policy such as land conservation, habitat protection, and

carbon sequestration where multiple environmental goods are produced jointly [82, 53].

Overall, these essays represent three novel approaches for modeling several complex ele-

ments of the nutrient pollution problem. The findings therein offer conceptual guidance for

the design of policies to help control it.



Chapter 2
Dynamically Efficient Nutrient Load

Allocations: Should Managers Pay

Attention to Time Path?

2.1 Introduction

The physical characteristics of nutrient pollution outlined in Chapter 1 make it an immensely

difficult management problem. In particular, the problem is complicated by hetergeneity

among nutrient sources with respect to the capital intensity of their nutrient reduction pro-

cesses and the elapsed time between a source’s nutrient discharge and the eventual delivery

to the receiving waters. In general, point source discharges of nutrients are characterized by

quick delivery times, but reductions often involve expensive, long-lived investments in nutri-

ent removal capital. Nonpoint sources almost invariably have lower nutrient reduction costs

per pound, but the actual effects of these reductions are often felt only after considerable

delay. The question for management is how to allocate nutrient reduction effort across point

and nonpoint sectors over time.

Because of the way nutrients accumulate in aquatic environments, it is important to

consider not only the size of the nutrient loads but also their timing. Load timing matters

for efficiency because the ecological damages incurred from nutrient pollution tend to be

a nonlinear function of the accumulated nutrient stock [71], with damages becoming more

and more severe as the pollution stock grows. Loads of equivalent size may thereby inflict

different costs depending on the size of the the existing pollution stock when the new loads
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are delivered.

The timing is also important insofar as the various polluting sectors differ with respect to

their ability to influence load deliveries on short notice. In the case of agricultural runoff, nu-

trients often move slowly from topsoil to groundwater to streams, sometimes taking a decade

or more to finally reach their destination [55]. Meanwhile, past runoff (perhaps percolating

slowly through groundwater systems) will be delivered to the receiving waters regardless of

current nutrient management that farmers undertake. Current efforts to curb nutrient runoff

will therefore affect delivered nutrient loads only after considerable delay. On the other hand,

municipal wastewater facilities often discharge nutrient-laden wastewater directly to surface

water and therefore deliver their nutrient loads much faster on average. The fact that re-

ductions from the wastewater sector can prevent immediate nutrient build-up makes their

reductions more ecologically valuable than equivalent reductions from agriculture. Decisions

over where to allocate nutrient reduction effort must therefore take into account differences

in how quickly benefits will accrue.

An additional complicating factor is that the wastewater and agricultural sectors also

differ in terms of the capital intensity of their nutrient abatement process. Load reductions

from the wastewater sector often entail lumpy and irreversible investments in nutrient re-

moval capacity that could “commit” the wastewater sector to certain reduction levels for

many years to come [68]. Agricultural abatement, on the other hand, is based on much more

flexible decisions about output, fertilizer usage, and fertilizer application techniques [10]. In

some cases, the farm might make landscape alterations (to prevent the speed or the extent of

runoff), which may constitute a medium-term investment but not on the scale of a nutrient

removal upgrade in the wastewater sector. How much to invest in load reductions in the

wastewater sector depends on the immediate severity of the nutrient stock level, combined

with the reduction costs in the wastewater sector relative to the cheaper (but potentially

delayed reduction measures) that could be undertaken in the agricultural sector. Ideally,

the wastewater sector would assume a heavy burden of load reductions early and then scale

back as the cheaper agricultural reductions eventually become effective. As suggested by

the irreversible characteristics of wastewater nutrient upgrades, this “scaling back” may not

be possible, and instead, managers must strike a balance between mitigating immediate

pollution damages and preventing large fixed and irreversible costs.

The economic question becomes how to optimally manage the growth of both the nutrient

pollution stock and the stock of nutrient removal capital. Since TMDLs frequently specify

timelines for how load limits should be phased in, it is natural to ask whether these timelines
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make economic sense given these stock dynamics. This essay develops a model to solve for

the dynamically efficient nutrient load allocations across two polluting sectors (municipal

wastewater and agriculture) accounting for the damage costs associated with the pollution

stock, the abatement costs required to make load reductions in each sector, and the processes

of pollution accumulation and decay.

I calibrate the model to conditions in the Chesapeake Bay watershed and compare the

timing of these optimal load reductions to the timing of those outlined by the Chesapeake

Bay TMDL, one of the largest and most comprehensive nutrient reduction policies in the

world. Because I’m primarily interested in these time paths, I assume the long run steady

state loads implied by the TMDL are optimal and ask whether the load reduction time path

recommended by the TMDL is efficient. I compute excess costs of the TMDL under a set

of lag lengths (0, 2, 4, ..., 20 years) and find the costs1 of the Chesapeake Bay TMDL to

be 5-9% greater than the dynamically optimal plan (depending on the lag length scenario).

These cost excesses occur because the TMDL phases in load reductions more gradually than

the optimal plans. This gradual path to the steady state, while perhaps easier to implement

politically, increases overall costs by allowing ecological damages to mount in the policy’s

early years.

I also compare the optimal plan to a simple, time-invariant plan where loads jump im-

mediately to and maintain the steady state optimal load allocations (that correspond to the

correct lag length). Such a plan, by ignoring the path to the steady state, would be subopti-

mal but be easier to implement (a policy maker would merely announce nutrient load limits

on each sector that would hold for all time). As it turns out, the cost of disregarding the

optimal path and making this steady state “shortcut” would consist of a 0.05% increase in

total costs relative to the dynamically optimal plan.

Finally, because lags introduce an additional complexity to the management problem

(especially considering how they vary across space and management practice), what would

be the cost of assuming them away? I evaluate a third plan similar to the second except

for each lag scenario (0, 2, 4, ..., 20 years) loads jump to and maintain the steady state

load allocations for the zero-lag scenario in all cases. As expected, the plan performs very

well for short lags and less well as lag length increases. At its worst, i.e. under the 20-year

lag scenarios, this plan costs 3.8% more than the optimal plan. In this case, even a time-

invariant plan targeting an inefficient steady state allocation performs better than gradually

phasing in load reductions as recommended by the TMDL.

1costs represent the sum of abatement costs (across the two sectors) and pollution damage costs
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In the remaining sections of the paper I review the literature on dynamic pollution

control, develop a conceptual model of nutrient pollution management, translate this to an

empirical model, discuss time paths and costs associated with plans outlined above, and

finally conclude.

2.2 Literature Review

Because nutrient pollution damages are a function of a nutrient stock, the problem requires

dynamic management. The basic theory of pollution stock management was first formally

presented by Keeler, Spence, and Zeckhauser [47] as an optimal growth problem where output

could be allocated to consumption, capital accumulation or reduction of a pollution stock.

Subsequent work includes Falk and Mendelsohn [21] in the context of global warming policy,

Griffin [32] in relation to a persistent pollutant that varies across space, and Van Der Ploeg

and Withagen [77] with respect to the use of taxes and subsidies to manage a pollution stock

in a Ramsey-type model.

The most common way to model the evolution of stock nutrients is to have emissions

at any point in time contribute directly and instantly to the stock. This is limiting in

the nutrient pollution case because of lags between emissions and their contributions to

damaging stocks. Winkler [81] and Augeraud-Veron and Leandri [3] provide continuous

time frameworks for modeling lags, the former assuming a single, discrete delay and the

latter allowing for distributed delays. (also [8]) Hart [35] solves for the optimal discrete

time dynamic allocation between two nutrient reduction methods—agricultural reduction

measures upstream becoming effective with a delay, and nutrient sequestration measures

(mussel cultivation) downstream becoming effective immediately. While these studies deal

with the lagged nature of certain pollution sources, they do not yet address the implications

of abatement measures that entail long-lived, irreversible capital investments.

Since advanced nutrient removal processes depend heavily on specialized facilities and

equipment, the size and scope of which can be costly to adjust in the short run, the appropri-

ate model must address these capital constraints. Methods for modeling capital adjustment

are developed in several papers. Singh and Weninger [70] investigate capital adjustment

costs for the optimal management of a stock (in this case a biomass stock), though their

model does not involve delays between control variables and effects on the state variables.

More directly relevant, Laukkanen and Huhtala [51] combine stock pollution with a

lumpy, fixed capital investment. Instead of treating capital as a continuous variable, their
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model more closely resembles and optimal stopping problem in which managers must de-

cide the moment at which to invest in nutrient removal capacity in the wastewater sector,

given mounting damages from a stock pollutant. In their model, the capital need not be

maintained; in fact, the one-time decision to invest affords the wastewater sector the ability

to reduce nutrient loads as low as desired, given enough variable expenditure. This latter

assumption is problematic because to ratchet wastewater loads lower and lower requires ad-

ditional expenditures on lumpy capital (in addition to the potentially larger operating cost

expenses). The feature of requiring both capital investment and operating cost expense for

any load reduction, which are described in sections 2.3 and 2.4 below, is absent from existing

literature on wastewater pollution control.

An optimal management strategy for nutrient pollution control will necessarily define

a time path for nutrient removal capital investment—lagged deliveries in the agricultural

sector, capital adjustment costs in the wastewater sector, and pollution stock dynamics will

influence these paths. While particular studies have examined pieces of this problem, none

have yet dealt with them in combination. In what follows, a pollution control model that

includes these dynamic elements is developed to study the characteristics of the optimal

solution and consider their implications for policy.

2.3 Conceptual Framework

Prominent sources of nutrient pollution to the Chesapeake Bay include wastewater treatment

facilities and agricultural operations, which consist of about 40% and 20% of total deliveries

nitrogen [63]. Given the differences between these sources in terms of the timing of their

deliveries and their nutrient reduction cost structure, optimal load allocations for the two

sectors at a point in time will depend on the urgency of the reductions (i.e. the severity of

near term damage costs associated with the existing pollution stock), disparities in abatement

cost between sectors, and disparities in delivery time between sources.

A theoretical model that incorporates these features of the nutrient pollution problem

is developed below. The model is implemented subsequently for the Chesapeake Bay. To

enable a focus on the intertemporal tradeoffs between nutrient reductions in the two sectors,

the model is simplified by assuming one WWTP and one farm contribute nutrients to a

stock, S, which produces environmental damages according to the function D(S). Each

source may reduce their nutrient discharges at a cost, though the cost structures for the two

sectors differ in economically important ways.
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The WWTP receives wastewater from a municipal sewer system, having some base-

line nutrient concentration n̄ (mass/volume), at an exogenous rate ω (volume/time). The

WWTP controls the nutrient concentration of its effluent by increasing its stock of nutrient

removal capital K. It is useful to express the plant’s capital in terms of its nutrient reduction

capacity. Accordingly, let

K = n̄− n (2.1)

where n is the post-treatment nutrient concentration in the WWTP’s effluent. K translates

directly to the plant’s capacity to reduce its nutrient concentration so that K = 0 implies

no nutrient removal (n = n̄) and K = n̄ represents complete nutrient removal (n = 0).

After installing capital at level K, the plant discharges nutrients to S at rate (n̄ − K)ω

(mass/time). Since nutrient removal capital is durable, K is preserved wholly or partially

from one period to the next depending on the depreciation rate.

The incremental costs of reducing nutrients at the WWTP are twofold. First, by investing

in nutrient removal capital at rate I, the plant incurs costs g(I). It is assumed that investment

in period t affects the plant’s nutrient removal capacity in period t+1. Second, in the process

of performing the removal, the plant incurs variable costs v(K). If capital is able to substitute

for variable inputs in nutrient removal, then v would be a decreasing function of K. If on

the other hand an upgraded nutrient removal process requires more intense use of variable

inputs, v would be an increasing function of K.

The farm has some baseline nutrient discharge rate ē from which it can abate some

portion A ∈ (0, ē) through the adoption of a nutrient BMP, incurring costs c(A). Some

farm-level BMPs involve creating structures that provide nutrient pollution control over

multiple time periods. (e.g. riparian buffers, manure storage units, barnyard runoff filters),

while others involve alterations to planting or nutrient application patterns that do not have

effects beyond the practice period. In either case, these measures represent less of a fixed

capital investment relative to the abatement process at WWTPs. To simplify the model and

highlight this contrast in capital intensity between abatement at the farm and the WWTP,

it is assumed that the farm’s BMPs are effective only during the implementation period and

the cost of a given level of A is independent of previous period’s choices of A.

The two sources also differ with respect to the timing of nutrient deliveries relative to

abatement actions. Since wastewater treatment facilities often discharge directly to surface

water, delivered nutrient loads respond immediately to abatement actions in the wastewater

sector. On the other hand, nutrients that discharge from agriculture often take slower paths

over the land surface or through the groundwater system before reaching the zone where
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the nutrient pollution problems occur. To capture this difference, I assume the WWTP’s

discharges in period t, (n̄−Kt)ω, arrive in period t+ 1, whereas discharges in period t from

the agricultural source, (ē− At), arrive in period t+ l + 1.

The growth of S and K are given by

St+1 = (1− δ)St + (n̄−Kt)ω + (ē− At−l) (2.2)

and

Kt+1 = (1− γ)Kt + It (2.3)

respectively, where δ ∈ [0, 1] is the per-period decay rate of the pollution stock and γ ∈ [0, 1]

is the per-period depreciation rate of the WWTP’s capital stock. Assuming γ > 0, the

WWTP’s concentration will eventually revert to the baseline n̄ in the absence of investment.

The terms on the right-hand side of (2.2) represent (in order) the nutrients that carry over

from the previous period, the WWTP’s loads discharged in the current period, and discharges

from agriculture l periods ago.

2.3.1 The Model

The regulator’s objective is to allocate nutrient reductions between the WWTP and agricul-

ture given their distinct cost and delivery features. Let Z denote the present value of the

stream of abatement expenditure and damage costs incurred in each period. Formally, the

goal is to

min
It, At

Z =
∞∑
t=0

[g(It) + v(Kt) + c(At) + D(St)] (1 + r)−t (2.4)

subject to (2.2) and (2.3) and initial states S0 and K0. The Lagrangian for this problem is

L =
∑
t

[g(It) + v(Kt) + c(At) + D(St)] (1 + r)−t +
∑
t

µt+1 [Kt+1 − (1− γ)Kt − It]

+
∑
t

λt+1 [St+1 − (1− δ)St − (n̄−Kt)ω − (ē− At−l)]

with first order conditions

∂L
∂It

=
g′(It)

(1 + r)t
− µt+1 = 0 (2.5a)
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∂L
∂At

=
c′(At)

(1 + r)t
− λt+l+1 = 0 (2.5b)

∂L
∂St

=
D′(St)

(1 + r)t
+ λt − (1− δ)λt+1 = 0 (2.5c)

∂L
∂Kt

=
v′(Kt)

(1 + r)t
+ µt − (1− γ)µt+1 + ωλt+1 = 0 (2.5d)

that must hold at the optimum for all t. The recursive structures of (2.5c) and (2.5d) imply

λt = − 1

(1 + r)t

[
∞∑
i=0

(
1− δ
1 + r

)i
D′(St+i)

]
(2.6)

and

µt = − 1

(1 + r)t

[
∞∑
i=0

(
1− γ
1 + r

)i
v′(Kt+i)

]
− ω

[
∞∑
i=0

λt+1(1− γ)i

]
(2.7)

Derivations of (2.6) and (2.7) are found in appendix A.

Intuitively, λt represents the damage cost savings (in present value terms) associated with

a marginal change in St. A nutrient “pulse” that reaches the stock in period t will generate

marginal damage costs equal to D′(St)/(1 + r)t, followed by a cascade of damage costs

through time as period t+ i retains (1− δ)i of this pulse. Each subsequent period’s marginal

damage costs, D′(St+i), are therefore discounted both for the extent of decay, (1 + δ)i, and

for the timing of the effects, (1 + r)−(t+i).

Similarly, µt represents the abatement cost savings (in present value terms) associated

with a marginal change to Kt. The two bracketed terms in (2.7) signify two channels through

which the size of the nutrient removal capital stock may influence total costs. The first

channel represents capital’s effect on operating costs, while the second represents effects on

future damage costs via changes in pollution discharge. Each is discussed in turn.

The first term in (2.7) resembles (2.6), except the marginal operating cost function v′(K)

replaces D′(S) and the capital depreciation rate γ replaces δ. Analogous to (2.6), this first

term in (2.7) represents the operating cost savings (in present value terms) associated with

adding a small increment to the capital stock in period t. As the capital stock augments,

current period operating costs will increase or decrease by v′(K)/(1 + r)t, followed by a

cascade of marginal effects on operating costs through time as period t + i retains (1 − γ)i
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of this additional capital. The sign of the effect on operating costs could be positive or

negative in principle. If capital were a substitute for variable inputs in the nutrient removal

process, additional capital would reduce present and future operating costs. Alternatively,

if a more capital intense process required greater use of variable inputs (energy, chemicals,

etc.) additional capital would increase present and future operating costs.

The second term in (2.7) accounts for the damage cost savings associated with augmenting

the capital stock. Recalling equation (2.1), additional capital in period t will reduce the

nutrient concentration in the WWTP’s effluent by (n̄ − ∆Kt), which in turn will reduce

the mass of nutrients discharged in period t by (n̄−∆Kt)ω (hence ω multiplies each λt+i).

This nutrient reduction in period t will have persistent effects across all future periods

and these effects are fully captured by λt, as illustrated by (2.6). The first term, λt, fully

accounts for the cascade of damage costs arising from the “pulse” sent out in period t, but

the subsequent terms λt+1, λt+2, etc., also appear in the bracketed expression because an

adjustment to Kt will generate changes in nutrient discharges in all future periods by virtue

of the capital stock’s durability. In this way, capital augmentation that occurs in period

t modifies all future discharges, but the effects diminish over time as capital depreciation

sets in. Depreciation is reflected in the factors (1 + γ)i applied to each λt+i. Altogether, µt

captures the present value of operating cost savings and damage cost savings that arise from

a marginal adjustment to period t’s nutrient removal capital stock.

With λt and µt expressed as functions of state variables, S and K, I examine conditions

(2.5a) and (2.5b) which dictate the optimal loads from wastewater and agriculture in light

of the pollution and capital stock dynamics. Condition (2.5a) states that in every period,

the present value of marginal investment costs must equal the present value of cost savings

(including both operating costs and pollution damage costs) associated with marginally in-

creasing the capital stock in the following period 2. Were marginal investment costs greater

than (less than) the marginal value of future cost savings, investment would decrease (in-

crease) until equality is restored. In turn, condition (2.5b) states that, in every period, the

present value of marginal cost savings of increasing agricultural emissions must equal the

present value of pollution damage costs associated with marginally increasing the pollution

stock l + 1 periods later3. Whenever the marginal pollution damages become greater than

(less than) the marginal cost of agricultural nutrient abatement, abatement should increase

(decrease) until equality is restored.

2This accounts for the one-period delay between investment and capital augmentation
3This accounts for the l + 1 period delay between discharges from agriculture and downstream effects
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2.3.2 Steady State Conditions

I next consider optimal behavior in the long-run steady state, where St = Ss, and Kt = Ks

for all t. Combining these steady state conditions with (2.6) and (2.7),

λt = −D
′(Ss)

(r + δ)
(1 + r)−t+1 (2.8)

and

µt =

[
−v′(Ks) + ω

D′(Ss)

(r + δ)

]
(1 + r)−t+1

(r + γ)
(2.9)

Equations (2.8) and (2.9) together with (2.5a) and (2.5b) imply that steady state investment

and agricultural abatement, Is and As, must satisfy

g′(Is)

ω
= − v′(Ks)

ω(r + γ)
+

D′(Ss)

(r + δ)(r + γ)
(2.10)

c′(As) =
D′(Ss)

(1 + r)l(r + δ)
(2.11)

where marginal investment costs and marginal operating costs are expressed per unit of

wastewater flow. Since g and v are expressed as costs per unit of nutrient concentration

( $
lb./gal.

), dividing by ω (gal.) converts each to cost per unit of nutrient mass ( $
lb./gal.

· 1
gal.

= $
lb.

).

In this way, g′

ω
, v′

ω
, c′, and D′ are denominated in the same units.

Regarding the steady state optimality conditions (2.10) and (2.11), note first that g′ and

c′ are both increasing functions of abatement effort, any “change” in the right-hand side of

either expression will require steady state reductions in either sector to “respond” in the

same direction. For example, a shift in D′ that makes the pollution stock environmentally

more costly will increase the right-hand sides of both (2.10) and (2.11). To restore equality,

the left-hand sides must also increase, which is achieved by increasing abatement effort in

both sectors. Following this logic, compare v′ < 0 (where operating costs fall as K rises)

versus v′ ≥ 0 (where operating costs increase with or are independent of K). If v′ < 0, the

first term on the right-hand side of (2.10) will be positive, implying positive cost savings

associated with maintaining a higher capital stock and higher investment in the steady state

(relative to v′ ≥ 0).

The parameters l and γ will also inform the relative load allocations of the two polluting

sectors. Agricultural lag length l appears only in (2.11) and has an unambiguously negative

effect on (2.11)’s right-hand side. As such, abatement effort would shift unambiguously
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from the farm to the WWTP with any increase in l. Similarly, the depreciation rate γ will

have a negative effect on (2.10)’s right-hand side (provided D′(Ss)
r+δ

> v′(Ks)
ω

) where higher

depreciation rates will be associated with less abatement in the PS sector relative to the

NPS sector.

2.4 Empirical Model

Wastewater first entering a treatment facility may contain nitrogen and phosphorus concen-

trations ranging 20-85 mg/L and 3-7 mg/L, respectively [68]. Standard wastewater treatment

processes typically will reduce these concentrations down to 10-20 mg/L for nitrogen and to

1-2 mg/L for phosphorus, though many municipalities have mandated more stringent nutri-

ent standards in response to the harmful effects of nutrient over-enrichment. Nutrient load

reductions at WWTPs therefore represent extensions of their existing nutrient reduction

capacity. I will consider the treatment levels from these standard processes as the baseline

(n̄) from which investment in more advanced nutrient removal (K) will occur.

Let f(K) represent the cumulative costs of acquiring and installing K’s worth of nutrient

removal capital. I define the cost associated with augmenting the capital stock from K ′ to

K ′′ as

g(K ′′, K ′) = f(K ′′) − f(K ′)

the difference in cumulative capital costs at each of the two levels of K. Letting It denote

the incremental capital that is added in period t, g becomes the basis for the investment

cost function in (2.4). We would expect investment costs at time t to depend on the size

of the upgrade, It, and the existing level of K at the time of the investment, (1 − γ)Kt−1

(i.e. the undepreciated portion of the previous period’s capacity). To illustrate why existing

K matters for investment costs, note that reducing the nitrogen content of wastewater from

11 mg/L to 10 will be easier than reducing from 3 mg/L to 2 even though these upgrades

represent equivalent reductions. Because of these diminishing returns, we would expect a

given change in K to be costlier the larger K becomes. Investment costs at time t can

therefore be expressed

g(It, Kt−1) = f
[
(1− γ)Kt−1 + It

]
− f

[
(1− γ)Kt−1

]
(2.12)

Provided that f is characterized by diminishing returns to K, g will inherit these properties.

Constructing investment costs as the simple difference between total capital costs at
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two different levels of treatment inevitably abstracts away from adjustment costs and, more

fundamentally, whether nutrient removal capacity can truly be “built on top of” existing

capacity. Nevertheless, this specification serves as a useful simplification and a point of

departure for modeling these other, more complex elements.

To construct a model of point source nutrient reduction costs consistent with existing

studies, I use the model put forward in Horan and Shortle [39]

φ(PS) = u(P̄S − PS)3

as a basis for g(I) and v(K), where PS denotes annual point source nitrogen emissions

(million lbs.), P̄S denotes the annual emissions baseline (million lbs.) and u is a scalar.

While φ(PS) captures the essential features of the relationship between the total mass of

nitrogen reduced and its associated cost (costs increase as emissions fall below baseline at

an increasing rate), it obscures important distinctions between operating costs and capital

costs which become relevant in a dynamic setting. It also ignores the engineering fact that

WWTP’s do not adjust nutrient mass, per se, but rather adjust the nutrient concentration

of the treated wastewater they discharge. As public utilities, WWTPs are obliged to accept

and treat everything that enters the sewer system, so unlike, say an industrial polluter, they

do not have the option to “reduce output” as a way of keeping emissions low. It is therefore

more natural to consider the volume of incoming wastewater as exogenous and define the

WWTP’s control variable as the nutrient concentration in that volume as it exits the plant.

Modifications to φ occur in three steps, each documented in appendix B. The first involves

a basic unit conversion where I re-express φ as a function of nutrient concentration rather

than total mass (B.1). The second decomposes φ into a linear combination of capital costs

and operating and maintenance (O&M) costs (B.2). The third translates annualized capital

costs into lump sum costs, scaling up the capital cost component to reflect the present value

of real resources acquired and installed at the treatment facility (B.3). This last modification

converts point source treatment capacity to a stock of capital to be managed over time rather

than a set of independent annual decisions. At each step, the structure of φ(PS) is preserved

such that the final result is a more generalized point source cost function of which φ(PS) is

a special case.
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Function Description Structure

g(It) investment cost (given Kt−1) ccap
[
I3
t + 3(It)

2Kt−1(1− γ) + 3It(Kt−1)2(1− γ)2
]

Ω

v(Kt) operating and maintenance costs Kt com(Kt)
3ω

c(At) reduction costs in NPS sector cnps(At)
3

D(St) environmental damage costs d(St)
2

Table 2.1. Structure of Cost Functions

Parameter Description Value Units
Ω WWTP design flow 1935 million gal. per day

ω wastewater flow rate 1451 million gal. per day

r discount rate 0.05

δ pollution stock decay rate 0.6

γ abatement capital stock depreciation rate 0.04

n̄ baseline nutrient concentration in PS sector 11.8 mg per liter

ē baseline emissions from agriculture 113.8 million lbs. per year

S0 initial nutrient stock 433.7 million lbs.

K0 initial capital stock 0 mg per liter

ccap capital cost coefficient 0.0205

com O&M cost coefficient 0.0006

cnps NPS sector reduction cost coefficient 0.0095

d environmental damage cost coefficient 0.0485

Table 2.2. Model Parameters

Following these modifications, point source reduction costs at t become

θ(Kt, Kt−1) = f(Kt) − f(Kt−1) + v(Kt)

= g(It) + v(Kt)
(2.13)

Table 2.1 summarizes the structure of each function in expression (2.4) and Table 2.2 sum-

marizes the parameter values used in the numerical simulation.

The 2010 Chesapeake Bay TMDL specified allowable nutrient loads for various polluting

sectors, including agriculture, wastewater, stormwater, septic, and forest. The plan used

2009 loads as a baselines and required a draw-down each year before meeting final sector-

level load targets in 2025. Draw-downs were planned with the intermediate goal that 60%
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2009 2017 2025

Agriculture 113,798,000 88,666,000 71,912,000

Wastewater 52,179,000 43,585,000 37,855,000

Other 94,269,000 87,282,000 82,624,000

Total 260,246,000 219,533,000 192,391,000

Table 2.3. Chesapeake Bay TMDL, nitrogen targets by sector (lbs.)

of the 2025 load targets would be met by 2017. I show these targets in Table 2.3 for the

agricultural and wastewater sectors, for all other sectors (“Other”), and for the total. In

calibrating my empirical model to the Chesapeake Bay I used the values in Table 2.3 to

inform both the baseline loads as well as the costs. Because my question deals specifically

with the time path of the TMDL policy, I assumed loads given by the 2025 targets represent

the steady state optimal solution, balancing abatement and damage costs. Supposing this

to be the case, I measure the efficiency of the TMDL time path relative to the optimal time

path.

2.5 Results

The optimal load allocations in each sector and in each time period depend importantly on

the initial pollution stock and its decay rate, the wastewater sector’s initial capital stock and

its depreciation rate, and the lag length associated with the agricultural sector’s nutrient

deliveries. A higher initial pollution stock will increase abatement from both sectors in early

periods since damages are more severe and immediate measures to reduce the pollution stock

carry increased benefits. All else equal, the abatement would skew relatively more toward

the wastewater sector for a longer lag in the agricultural sector. Once the efficient steady

state has been achieved, the relative load allocations between sectors will be dictated by a

combination of differences in abatement costs and differences in lag lengths. The optimal

load at a point in time balances the magnitude of abatement costs against the magnitude

and timing of the corresponding ecological benefits. When lags are present the benefits

of agricultural nutrient reductions are deflated because they accrue later in time and the

efficient steady state agricultural loads will be higher for longer lag lengths. This will be

clear in Figure 2.1 below.
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Figure 2.1. Time path of agricultural loads under TMDL and optimal plans

2.5.1 Optimal Time Paths

Figure 2.1 plots the time paths of the optimal agricultural loads under various lag length

scenarios (no lag, 4-year lag, 8-year lag, and 20 year lag) coupled with the time path implied

by the TMDL’s 2017 and 2025 targets. Though the TMDL doesn’t mandate specific targets

in each individual year, I assumed the time path would consist of a straight-line decrease

from the 2009 baseline to the 2017 targets (where 60% of the long run reductions would be

achieved) and from the 2017 targets to the 2025 targets (where the remaining 40% of the

long run reductions would be achieved).

The optimal paths differ from the TMDL paths in two ways. First, the optimal plans call

for the most dramatic reductions in the very first period. Recalling that baseline agricultural

loads are 113.8 million lbs. at t = 0, reductions in the first year of the optimal plans range
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Figure 2.2. Time path of wastewater loads under TMDL and optimal plans

from about 28 to 45 million lbs. (depending on lag length) compared to just over 3 million

lbs. under the TMDL. These results suggest that, even assuming its long run targets are

optimal, the TMDL is too relaxed in the pace at which it approaches these targets. Second,

because the TMDL does not account for agricultural sector lags, the optimal plan only lines

up with the TMDL in the no-lag case. In all other cases, the optimal steady state load

remains above the TMDL’s 2025 target by 3.6 million lbs. in the case of a 4-year lag and by

14.6 million lbs. in the case of a 20-year lag.

Like its counterpart, Figure 2.2 plots the time paths of the optimal wastewater loads

under various lag length scenarios. Again, though the TMDL does not mandate wasteload

targets in each individual year, I interpolated the path based on the 2009 baseline loads and

the 2017 and 2025 targets.
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The optimal paths for wastewater loads resemble those in agriculture insofar as the most

dramatic reductions occur in the initial period then follow a gradual increasing path toward

the steady state optimal loads. The shape of the paths change as lags are introduced where

the longer the lag length, the more slowly the load rises to meet the eventual steady state.

Recall that, in the presence of lags, even if farms undertake immediate measures to curb

their emissions, deliveries from the agricultural sector will remain at the baseline levels for

l years. Loads in the wastewater sector must be held down longer in order to make up for

the fact that agricultural abatement actions will not yet come into effect. Note in Figure

2.2 that the time at which wasteloads in the optimal paths begin rapidly approaching the

steady state levels roughly corresponds with each scenario’s lag length (the inflection points

of the curves occur around 4, 8, and 20 years). Finally, as with the agricultural loads, the

lag length also affects steady state wastewater loads. In this case, because lags exist in the

other sector rather than in its own sector, a higher lag length implies smaller steady state

loads. Assuming that the TMDL is efficient in the long run, with some positive lag length

in agriculture, the TMDL overallocates loads to the wastewater sector.

2.5.2 Cost Comparisons

Having highlighted divergences between time paths of load allocations under the optimal

plans and the TMDL plan, I turn next to the issue of how costly the TMDL and some

alternative static plans are relative to the optimal plan. Figure 2.3 plots the total 40-year

present value costs of four plans at various lag lengths, with all costs expressed as percentages

of the optimal plan (where the optimal plan is normalized to 100). These costs include

all those represented in the model—investment costs for nutrient removal capital, operating

costs for the wastewater treatment facilities, costs of reducing loads in the agricultural sector,

and the damage costs associated with the pollution levels each year. The three plans I

compare against optimality are 1) the current Chesapeake Bay TMDL, 2) a static plan

where loads in both the wastewater and agricultural sectors jump immediately to the steady

state levels that prevail in the optimal solution, and 3) a static plan where loads in both

sectors jump immediately to the steady state levels that prevail in the optimal solution for

the zero-lag scenario. I plot these static plans for the agricultural and wastewater sectors in

Figures 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Plans 2) and 3) will have identical costs for lag length of

zero since plan 2) always picks the steady state level corresponding to the correct lag length,

and plan 3)’s “zero-lag assumption” happens to be correct in this particular case.
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Figure 2.3. Cost of each plan under various lag lengths

Among the three non-optimal plans, the TMDL has the highest cost under any lag length

scenario. The TMDL entails 8.8% higher costs than the optimal plan under a lag length

of zero and a 5.1% higher cost than the optimal plan under a lag length of 14 years, with

results at other lag lengths falling between these values according to the curve in Figure 2.3.

The TMDL becomes relatively less costly for lag lengths greater than zero because, as seen

in Figure 2.1, the optimal agricultural loads get higher and higher as lag length increases,

and the gap between the TMDL path and the optimal paths therefore becomes less severe

in earlier periods when lags are present. Meanwhile, as the steady state agricultural loads

rise optimally with lag length they also make the TMDL steady state inefficiently low in

later periods. The change is a net efficiency gain because the excess costs incurred early in

the time horizon are worth more than those incurred later (from discounting). These gains
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Figure 2.4. Time path of agricultural loads under TMDL and steady state plans

eventually run out around a lag length of 14 years and the excess costs of a dramatically

high long run gap outweigh the benefits of being closer to the TMDL path in early periods.

It is for these reasons that relative costs initially fall with lag length, reach a trough, and

then increase.

At the other end of the cost spectrum, the steady state plan, while only imperfectly

capturing the optimal path, produces costs that are within 0.05% of the optimal plan. Such

plans would be highly efficient and relatively simple to implement—no time-varying policy

would be required (although one would need a dynamic model to estimate the efficient steady

state levels). The steady state plan is so efficient relative to the TMDL primarily because it

wastes no time making early and aggressive nutrient reductions, even if they don’t precisely

track the optimal load time path. This result seems to indicate that a crude, time-invariant
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Figure 2.5. Time path of wastewater loads under TMDL and steady state plans

policy could provide nearly all the efficiency of the least-cost solution, without requiring the

nearly the same complications associated with administering a time-varying policy.

Between these two extremes is a plan that acts like the optimal steady state plan, but

is “blind” to the actual lag length, always following the load allocation given by the steady

state solution to the no-lag scenario. The performance of this plan is excellent for short lag

lengths, but for a lag length of 20 years, the costs become 3.8% higher than the optimal.

The cost excess of this plan is essentially the cost of assuming the equivalency of wastewater

and agricultural reductions when in fact the timing of their effects differ. This plan is

costlier for long lag lengths because it is too lenient for wastewater loads and too strict for

agricultural loads (since it assumes that reductions in agriculture will provide immediate

ecological benefit). These results suggest that even a time-invariant plan that ignores lags
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altogether might improve upon the recommendations of the TMDL because reductions under

this plan are sufficiently aggressive in early periods.

2.6 Concluding Remarks

The essay began by asking whether the time path matters for crafting nutrient reduction

plans. In principle, it does, though nailing the precise time path seems less quantitatively

important than landing in the general vicinity of the path. Specifically, my analysis shows

that implementing a time-invariant steady state policy, even if not exactly following the first-

best path, can achieve within 0.05% of the least-cost solution under the prevailing conditions

in the Chesapeake Bay.

Approaching the optimal steady state loads “from below” (as in Figures 2.1 and 2.2) is

optimal whenever the pollution stock is critically high because it puts immediate downward

pressure on the pollution stock level. In contrast, the Chesapeake Bay TMDL approaches

the steady state loads “from above,” perhaps with the aim of phasing in load reductions as

smoothly as possible. There are at least two explanations for this design. First, calling for

sharp and immediate nutrient load reductions likely would be met with fierce opposition from

stakeholders. A gradual path perhaps represents a compromise between the polluters (on

whom the burden of cleanup would fall) and those concerned with Chesapeake Bay health.

Second, the existence of adjustment costs could make rapid load reductions economically

undesirable. In the event that the cost of load reductions increase as the year-on-year differ-

ence in loads increases, a more gradual reduction path could be cost-effective. Examination

of adjustment costs in the agricultural and wastewater sectors could help determine whether

the optimal paths in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are in fact optimal.

Even without taking account of these factors, the strategy of phasing in load reductions

gradually each year until reaching the long run steady state did not produce a grossly in-

efficient cost outcome—my analysis found TMDL to be at most only 9% costlier than the

first-best solution. By comparison, Kaufman, et al. [46] found that better targeting of agri-

cultural best management practices (relative to the implementation plans recommended by

the TMDL) could reduce agricultural sector abatement costs by 60%, and RTI International

[78] found that opening up nutrient trading between significant point sources (wastewater)

and agricultural nonpoint sources could reduce TMDL compliance costs by 36%. In this

light, the allocation of abatement effort within and between sectors is perhaps a more press-

ing issue for managers than getting the exact time path correct. Even so, my results suggest
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that further efficiency gains could be on the table if load timing is accounted for, though

it remains to be seen whether adjustment costs and implementation costs would eliminate

these gains. These questions remain for future research.



Chapter 3
Trade Ratio Design for Lagged Pollution

3.1 Introduction

There has been significant interest in cost-effective mechanisms to implement the Chesapeake

Bay TMDL policy described in Chapter 1 [45]. Economic evaluations of the recommended

sector-level nutrient reductions under this policy indicate the potential to meet the same

load targets at much lower cost by reallocating nutrient reductions from high cost to low

costs sources [78, 46]. The mechanism of “water quality trading” (WQT) represents one

means through which these reallocations can occur. While the specifics vary by program,

WQT generally involves the establishment of a market for pollution reduction “credits”

where sources that reduce their pollution below their legal requirements generate credits

which they can sell to other sources who purchase the credits in leiu of making their own

(presumably costlier) pollution reductions. Despite concerns about whether such systems

are consistent with the Clean Water Act [26, 13], EPA has officially endorsed WQT provided

that water quality standards are maintained [75].

An important design choice for these trading programs involves setting the “trade ratio”—

the rate at which excess reductions at one source are allowed to offset forgone reductions at

another [40]. Allowing offsets to occur one-for-one may be undesirable given that discharges

from various pollution sources often differ with respect to their impacts across space and

time, as well as with respect to risk [38]. In general, trade ratios should be chosen to

correct for the imperfect substitution of discharges at various sources. The problem of

choosing an optimal trade ratio has been studied extensively as it pertains to managing

trades between sources with heterogeneous spatial effects. Indeed, Montgomery’s [58] seminal
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piece on tradable pollution licenses described a system whereby emissions originating from

different sources could trade according to their impacts at various receptors. Others have

tried to improve upon this design [49, 25, 20] including Hung and Shaw [43] who adapted

this system for trading water quality offsets between upstream and downstream sources

along a river. Another carefully examined area has been the issue of choosing optimal ratios

for trades between sources whose discharges are subject to different degrees of uncertainty

[54, 37, 36, 39]. In chapters 1 and 2, I noted how point sources and nonpoint sources differ

significantly with respect to how quickly their discharges arrive at the receiving waters. This

imperfect temporal substitution of nutrient loads implies the need for an additional correction

on trades between sources with unequal delays (on top of any corrections for spatial or risk

factors). While differences in the risk profiles of pollution from agriculture versus pollution

from the wastewater treatment sector remains an important concern, this essay focuses on

the problem of designing trade ratios to account for differences across sources in the timing

of pollution delivery relative to discharge.

I begin by developing a conceptual framework of pollution control over sources with vary-

ing lag lengths, noting that optimality requires separate “regimes” of control corresponding

to sets of sources that deliver their pollution at the same time. I analyze the time paths of

aggregate loads and individual discharges that are implied by the transitions between these

regimes. Next, I examine two alternative market designs: 1) a forward market where the

participants trade directly on pollution deliveries and 2) a trading ratio system where they

trade on pollution discharges, which are then delivered at different points in time depending

on each source’s lag length. The forward market can, in principle, implement the first-best

optimum, though we would expect the complexity of such a market to suppress trade consid-

erably. I derive the time structure of permit prices that would result under a perfect forward

market.

In the case of the trading ratio system, implementing the first best would be at least

as administratively complex as doing so with a forward market, though I propose a second-

best trade ratio design that balances the competing needs of correct for lags and maintaining

simplicity. The mechanism involves market participants trading contemporaneous discharges

according to the aggregate cap and trade ratios that prevail in the final regime of the first-

best solution described above. Finally, I use a two-period, two-polluter model to examine

the problem of choosing an optimal trade ratio prior to the arrival of the steady state. While

first-best trade ratios will be greater than one when there are lag disparities between trading

partners, second-best trade ratios under the same lag disparities may be less than one when
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the overall cap on discharges is set sufficiently small. The optimal second best trade ratios

must strike a balance between the abatement costs saved and the damage costs allowed.

3.2 Conceptual Framework

Suppose M point sources and N nonpoint sources contribute to the instantaneous pollution

levels at time t. Let WL(t) and L(t) denote aggregate point source wasteloads and nonpoint

source pollution loads, respectively. For the purposes of this analysis, the difference between

point and nonpoint sources lie solely in the timing of their pollution delivery relative to

discharge—discharges from each point source j ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,M are delivered immediately,

while those from each nonpoint source i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N are delivered after a source-specific

delay, li.
1 Henceforth, I refer to individual point and nonpoint sources as PSj and NPSi,

respectively. Without loss of generality, let nonpoint sources be indexed such that NPS1

has the shortest lag length, NPS2 has the next-shortest and so on, with NPSN having the

longest lag.

Let xi(t) denote the quantity of pollution discharged from NPSi at time t and delivered

to the receiving waters at t+ `i. Let wj(t) denote the quantity of pollution discharged from

PSj at time t and delivered to the receiving waters instantaneously. Since pollution control

measures in the nonpoint sector are incapable of affecting delivered pollution immediately,

exogenous “legacy loads” associated with past discharges will be delivered in early periods.

Let x̄i(t) denote the legacy loads delivered from NPSi at time t (discharged at t−`i). Finally,

let b(t) denote natural background loads delivered at time t, which are included in the total

nonpoint loads L(t). The time structure of aggregate pollution delivery for WL(t) and L(t)

is as follows:

WL(t) =
M∑
j=1

wj(t) for t ∈ [0,∞) (3.1)

1Undoubtedly, point and nonpoint source pollution differ in other ways (ease of monitoring, dependence
on stochastic weather outcomes), but this paper focuses exclusively on their differences with respect to the
timing of delivered pollution relative to the implementation of pollution control measures.
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L(t) =



b(t) +
N∑
i=1

x̄i(t) for t ∈ [0, `1)

b(t) +
N∑
i=k

x̄i(t) +
k−1∑
i=1

xi(t− `i) for k ∈ {2, . . . , N}, t ∈ [`k−1, `k)

b(t) +
N∑
i=1

xi(t− `i) for t ∈ [`N ,∞)

(3.2)

Note in (3.2) that the delivery of nonpoint source loads between t = 0 and t = `1 is

entirely exogenous, consisting of natural background loads and the legacy loads from all N

nonpoint sources. Starting at t = `1, discharge (abatement) at time zero from the shortest

lagged nonpoint source begins affecting delivered loads while the remaining N − 1 nonpoint

sources continue delivering legacies from past discharges. With the arrival of each subsequent

`i, the index k increases incrementally, and another nonpoint source exits the “legacy loads”

term
∑N

i=k x̄i(t) to join the set of “managed loads” in the term
∑k−1

i=1 x̄i(t−`i). This proceeds

until t = `N where discharges at time zero from the longest lagged source finally arrive and

the discharge (abatement) choices of all nonpoint sources influence the size of load deliveries.

Point source wasteloads and nonpoint source loads combine to produce the total loads, TL(t).

Formally,

TL(t) = WL(t) + L(t) (3.3)

Thus far, expressions (3.1)–(3.3) only characterize the physical process of pollution deliv-

ery process. I next introduce the model’s economic features. Let gj(w) represent PSj’s cost

associated with any discharge level w, where g′j < 0 (because costs increase as discharges fall)

and g′′j > 0 (because discharges become costlier to reduce at an increasing rate as discharges

fall). Similarly, let ci(x) represent NPSi’s cost associated with any nonpoint discharge x,

where c′i < 0 and c′′i > 0 for the same reasons as in gj. Finally, let D(TLt) represent the

pollution damage costs associated with delivered loads TL, where D′ > 0 (because damages

increase with total loads) and D′′ > 0 (because damages increase with total loads at an in-

creasing rate). Let Z represent the present value of the total costs of pollution and pollution

cleanup over the continuous time horizon t ∈ [0,∞). Formally,

Z
[
wj(t), xi(t), TL(t)

]
=

∫ ∞
0

{∑
j

gj
[
wj(t)

]
+
∑
i

ci
[
xi(t)

]
+ D

[
TL(t)

]}
e−rt dt (3.4)
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where r is the discount factor. The regulator’s problem is to minimize the total present value

of pollution damage costs and pollution cleanup costs over time given the time structure of

pollution delivery. This can be expressed

min
wj(t), xi(t)

Z
[
wj(t), xi(t), TL(t)

]
subject to (3.1)-(3.3) (3.5)

3.2.1 The First-Best Optimum

Nitrogen and phosphorus both accumulate in water systems when incoming loads exceed the

rate at which the nutrients are either absorbed or flushed away [67]. This persistence would

naturally call for a dynamic management plan where a planner regulates loads to modify

the growth of a pollution stock [32]. To focus specifically on the problem of lags for optimal

management, I assume no accumulation; rather, I regard pollution damages as relating only

to the instantaneous flow of incoming pollution. In practice, nitrogen residence times in

surface water tend to be relatively short (on the order of months, [9, 27]), making the no-

accumulation assumption relatively benign. Analyzing the problem this way, the pollutant

is not subject to stock dynamics, and therefore minimizing Z (the cumulative costs over the

entire time horizon) merely requires minimizing the integrand (the instantaneous costs) at

each t. The set of cost-minimizing wj(t) and xi(t) therefore must satisfy

−g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= D′

[
TL(t)

]
∀j, t ≥ 0 (3.6a)

−c′i
[
xi(t)

]
= D′

[
TL(t+ `i)

]
e−r`i ∀i, t ≥ 0 (3.6b)

along with the relationships between w, x, and TL expressed in (3.1)-(3.3). Conditions (3.6a)

and (3.6b) indicate that at the optimum, the marginal cost of reducing discharges from any

source at any time must equal the time-discounted marginal pollution damages associated

with the load deliveries corresponding to those discharges.

Whereas condition (3.6b) as written holds for t ≥ 0, an equivalent way to express it is

−c′i
[
xi(t− `i)

]
er`i = D′

[
TL(t)

]
∀i, t ≥ `i (3.7)

The fact that the right hand sides of (3.6a) and (3.7) are the same allows for a direct

comparison of their left hand sides, which reveals how the existence of lags affects the relative

timing of optimal abatement effort for point versus nonpoint source discharges. Observe that
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the time interval corresponding to the ith condition in (3.7) depends explicitly on i,making

it clear that the solution to (3.5) depends only on subsets of nonpoint polluters during

early time intervals. The time structure of (3.7) implies that the optimal solution consists

of N + 1 pollution control “regimes” each of which corresponds to a unique set of sources

whose discharges arrive at the same date. To see why these regimes exist, consider the fact

that nonpoint sources cannot affect delivered loads prior to t = `1, only point sources can.

The first regime therefore consists solely of point sources choosing discharges to optimally

manage TL(t) during t ∈ [0, `1], given the levels of background loads and nonpoint legacy

loads. Similarly, observe that only point sources and NPS1 can affect delivered loads during

t ∈ [`1, `2). The second regime therefore involves choosing wj(t) for all j during t ∈ [`1, `2)

together with x1(t) during t ∈ [0, `2 − `1) in order to optimize pollution deliveries during

t ∈ [`1, `2). Figure 1 illustrates how the optimal nonpoint discharges in the second regime

(the bold lines) are offset in time by −`1 relative to the point source discharge implying

that NPS1 belongs to the second regime from the outset. Following this reasoning, the

third regime (the short dashed lines in Figure 3.1) involves point sources during t ∈ [`2, `3),

NPS1 during t ∈ [`2 − `1, `3 − `1) and NPS2 during t ∈ [0, `3 − `2). With each subsequent

regime, the nonpoint source with the next-shortest lag length is added to the set of sources

involved in the previous regime, and in general, the kth regime involves all M point sources

together with NPSi for i ∈ {1, . . . , k−1}. For t = `N and beyond, managed discharges from

all nonpoint sources affect delivered loads at the receiving waters and therefore all M + N

sources are involved in choosing discharges to optimally manage deliveries in t ≥ `N . In this

way, the N th+1 discharge regime, in which discharges from all sources are jointly optimized,

will eventually produce a steady state in load deliveries for t ≥ `N .
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Figure 3.1. Regime timing for sources of different lag lengths

Letting w∗j (t) and x∗i (t) represent the point and nonpoint source discharges that solve

(3.1)-(3.3) and (3.6), optimal aggregate load deliveries TL∗(t) are, by definition

TL∗(t) =



M∑
j=1

w∗j (t) + b(t) +
N∑
i=1

x̄i(t) for t ∈ [0, `1)

M∑
j=1

w∗j (t) + b(t) +
N∑
i=k

x̄i(t) +
k−1∑
i=1

x∗i (t− `i) for k ∈ {2, . . . , N}, t ∈ [`k−1, `k)

M∑
j=1

w∗j (t) + b(t) +
N∑
i=1

x∗i (t− `i) for t ∈ [`N ,∞)

(3.8)

At each t, aggregate load deliveries are a combination of managed discharges, legacy loads

from nonpoint sources, and natural background loads.

The time paths of TL∗(t), w∗(t), and x∗(t) undergo discrete jumps corresponding to tran-

sitions from one regime to the next. These jumps result from the fact that the minimum cost

of aggregate load reductions is inherently a function of the number of sources participating

in those reductions. Since regime k + 1 adds a new source to those already participating in

regime k, each regime is associated with a unique marginal abatement cost (MAC) curve.
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Denote the aggregate MAC curve for regime k by MACk. Regime k’s curve traces out the

marginal cost of load reduction by load size, given that abatement is allocated among all

sources in regime k at least cost. Aggregate MAC curves for select regimes are depicted in

Figure 3.2’s leftmost panel.

Figure 3.2. Time path of the aggregate marginal abatement cost curves and loads across regimes

To illustrate how optimal aggregate load deliveries and optimal source-level discharges

evolve from one regime to the next, consider point source discharges in the first regime. Since

nonpoint source deliveries consist solely of exogenous legacy loads during t ∈ [0, `1), the

entire burden of load reduction during this interval falls on point sources, and the aggregate

MAC curve during this interval, represented by MAC1 in Figure 3.2, is as steep as it will

ever be. Optimal aggregate loads in the first regime emerge where MAC1 = D′(TL) and

these reductions will be shared optimally among point sources in accordance with condition

(3.6a). Let TL1 and w1
j denote the optimal regime 1 aggregate loads and the optimal regime

1 discharge level for PSj, respectively. With the arrival of t = `1, point sources transition

to the second regime in which the burden of load reduction is shared among the M point

sources and NPS1, discharging at time zero. The fact that NPS1 can contribute reductions

to TL(`1) implies that the slope of the aggregate MAC curve suddenly becomes flatter than

it was during t < `1. This is depicted in Figure 3.2 by the movement from MAC1 to MAC2.

Optimality requires loads be chosen such that MAC2 = D′(TL), which results in aggregate

loads equal to TL2, loads from PSj equal to w2
j , and loads from NPS1 (discharged at t = 0)

equal to x2
1. At t = `1, optimal aggregate load deliveries follow a discrete, downward jump
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(as abatement suddenly becomes less costly), while optimal individual discharges from point

sources follow a discontinuous, upward jump (as marginal pollution damages become less

severe). These jumps are illustrated in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

Figure 3.3. Time path of the optimal aggregate (delivered) loads

Similarly, when t = `2 arrives, the reductions from NPS2 begin affecting delivered loads,

further lessening the burden of reductions on the sources involved in regime 2 and thereby

reducing the cost of meeting any aggregate load target. In this transition to regime 3, the

aggregate MAC curve shifts from MAC2 to MAC3, resulting in aggregate loads TL3, loads

from PSj equal to w3
j , and loads from NPS1 (discharged at t = `2 − `1) equal to x3

1. As

happened at t = `1, total load deliveries at t = `2 experience a discontinuous, downward

jump while individual discharges for PSj and NPS1 both jump upward discontinuously, the

former at t = `2 (Figure 3.4) and the latter at t = `2 − `1 (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4. Time structure of optimal loads from each point source j

Figure 3.5. Time structure of optimal loads for nonpoint source i = 1

In general, jumps in the levels of optimal point source discharges will occur at t = `i for

i ∈ 1, . . . , N (Figure 3.4) since the arrival of the each t = `i coincides with the transition to

the next regime. Jumps in the levels of optimal discharges for nonpoint source i = 1 follow

the same structure except the first regime is omitted and the remaining jumps are shifted

back in time by `1 relative to point sources2 (Figure 3.5). Figure 3.6 illustrates the same

2For example, NPS1’s transition from the second to the third regime, rather than occurring at `2 as it
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Figure 3.6. Time structure of optimal loads for nonpoint source i = 2

pattern for NPS2, which begins the planning period as part of regime 3 and has the timing

of its jumps shifted back by `2 relative to point sources. Broadly, any nonpoint source i will

begin the planning period in regime k = i+ 1, and will transition from the kth to the kth + 1

regime at t = `k − `i.
[Note somewhere that the load levels are only flat within a regime if background loads,

nonpoint legacy loads, and cost functions are constant over the relevant t. Generally, optimal

TL will be nonincreasing over time and, assuming some pollution control at each nonpoint

source is preferred to none, will decrease in discontinuous fashion at t = `i for all i (Figure

3.3). Generally, optimal wj and xi will be nondecreasing over time and again assuming some

pollution at each nonpoint source is preferred to none, wj will increase in discontinuous

fashion at t = `i for all i and xi will increase in discontinuous fashion at t = `k − `i for

k ∈ {i+ 1, . . . , N}.]
Conditions (3.6a) and (3.7) imply that the present value of marginal abatement costs

for loads delivered in period t must be equalized across all sources. Formally, the optimal

discharge allocation must have

g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= g′j′

[
wj′(t)

]
∀j, j′, t ≥ 0 (3.9a)

g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= c′i

[
xi(t− `i)

]
er`i ∀j, i, t ≥ `i (3.9b)

does for point sources, occurs instead at `2 − `1.
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c′i
[
xi(t)

]
= c′i′

{
xi′
[
t− (`i′ − `i)

]}
er(`i′−`i) ∀i, i′ > i, t ≥ `i′ − `i (3.9c)

Condition (3.9a) corresponds to the optimal point source allocation where, at the optimum,

marginal costs of contemporaneous load reductions must be equal across all point sources.

Condition (3.9b) corresponds to the optimal allocation between any point source j and any

nonpoint source i. Optimality across the point and nonpoint source sector requires that

the marginal cost of reducing discharges from any point source j at time t be equal to the

marginal cost of reducing discharges from any nonpoint source i at time t− `i, adjusted by

the discount factor er`i . Note that because point source lag times are zero, the `i implicitly

represents the lag time differential between nonpoint source i and point source j. Condition

(3.9c), which deals with the allocation between two nonpoint sources of different lag lengths,

has the same form and interpretation as (3.9b), except `i is replaced by `i′ − `i, the lag time

differential between source i′ and i.

Whereas conditions (3.9a)-(3.9c) describe the optimal allocation of discharges that are

scheduled for delivery in the same period, an alternative way to think about the solution to

(3.5) is in terms of the allocation of contemporaneous discharges between each source. First

consider point sources. Since their lag times are identical, equating each source’s marginal

abatement costs with their corresponding marginal damage costs as in (3.6a) will imply

the equivalence of marginal abatement costs among all M point sources. This condition

has already been defined in (3.9a) and is the standard result for a cost-effective pollution

control allocation. Next, consider the allocation between sources whose lag times differ. The

allocation of contemporaneous discharges between any two sources must satisfy

g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= c′i

[
xi(t)

] D′
[
TL(t)

]
D′
[
TL(t+ `i)

]er`i ∀j, i, t ≥ 0 (3.10a)

c′i
[
xi(t)

]
= c′i′

[
xi′(t)

]D′[TL(t+ `i)
]

D′
[
TL(t+ `i′)

]er(`i′−`i) ∀i, i′, t ≥ 0 (3.10b)

which follow directly from first order conditions (3.6a) and (3.6b). In (3.10), instead of sim-

ply equating marginal abatement costs among these sources, the equations are modified to

account for the imperfect substitution of abatement from sources with different lag lengths.

In (3.10a) the marginal abatement costs at point source j at t must equal the marginal

abatement costs at nonpoint source i at t adjusted by a factor that embodies the differential

impact each source has on pollution damage costs due to the lag length discrepancy. Specifi-
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cally, this adjustment factor consists of the ratio of marginal damage costs from point source

discharges (sustained at t) to the time-discounted marginal damage costs from nonpoint

discharges (sustained at t + `i). The adjustment factor on the right hand side of (3.10b) is

conceptually the same—it is the ratio of the time-discounted marginal damage cost of source

i’s discharges (sustained at t+ `i) to the time-discounted marginal damage cost of source i′’s

discharges (sustained at t+ `i′).

A cost-effective allocation of discharges among a set of polluters implies equalization

of marginal abatement costs across all polluters. Note that this is true among the point

sources but not between point and nonpoint sources nor among nonpoint sources (since

each is assumed to have a unique lag length). The modifications to the standard least-cost

conditions described in (3.10) hint at the rationale for applying trade ratios between sources

with different lag lengths, namely the nonequivalence of marginal damage costs for discharges

that are subject to different degrees of delay.

3.2.2 Markets for Pollution Deliveries (A Forward Market Ap-

proach)

One way of achieving the optimal delivered loads given by (3.8) would be to set a cap on

aggregate loads delivered at each t equal to TL∗(t) and allow firms to reallocate delivered

loads among themselves. Allowances would be issued to firms at each t such that the sum of

pollution deliveries in any t is no greater than TL∗(t). This market structure would imply

that any firm could trade pollution reductions with another provided their emissions had

the same delivery date. Two firms with identical lag lengths could trade contemporaneous

discharges, or alternatively, two firms whose lag lengths differ by ` could swap reductions

in period t for reductions in period t + `. Assuming that this tradable allowance system

eliminates gains from trade, the equilibrium under this market design will result in

−g′j
[
wj(t)

]
e−rt = p(t) ∀j, t ≥ 0 (3.11a)

−c′i
[
xi(t− `i)

]
e−r(t−`i) = p(t) ∀i, t ≥ `i (3.11b)

where p(t) is the price of the right to deliver nutrients at time t. Note that the allocation

of discharges among and across point and nonpoint sources will be cost-effective under this

market design since (3.11a) and (3.11b) imply the conditions in (3.9). Provided the time-

specific caps on aggregate delivered loads match those in (3.8), the discharge levels that
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satisfy equilibrium under this market structure will match those in (3.6) and the permit

market (in which pollution sources trade permits in delivered loads) implements the first-

best solution.

Assuming gains from trade are exhausted after sources reallocate the initial allowance

distribution, the price of an allowance will converge on the level of aggregate MAC at the

total cap. As explained in the previous section and as depicted in Figure 3.2, aggregate

MAC begins the management period steep (as only point sources can contribute abatement)

and flattens out with time as the managed discharges from nonpoint sources start affecting

delivered loads in later periods. Even though the optimal load caps decrease in each new

regime, the cost savings more than make up for these stricter targets such that the aggregate

MAC at the optimal load target in each new regime is smaller than in the previous regime.

This implies that allowance prices will follow the same type of discontinuous time path as

optimal loads, with jumps occurring at t = `i for all i. Prices will be high in the beginning

of the planning horizon, due to the relative scarcity of sources with the ability to affect

delivered loads, and will drop with the arrival of each new regime (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7. Time path of permit prices under the optimal cap

To implement the optimal market, the regulator must know the lag lengths of all N non-

point sources and set N + 1 separate caps each applying to the intervals that correspond to

each unique pollution control regime. Such a system would become administratively cum-

bersome. A regulator might approximate the vastly complicated lag structure by grouping

nonpoint sources into a small number of lag length bins and set time-specific caps for this
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simplified pollution delivery structure. In practice, transactions would resemble forward

contracts with a seller agreeing to implement some BMP in period t, estimated to deliver

x pounds of pollution reduction at some future date t + ` (dictated by the lag length of

their pollution delivery process) and the buyer purchasing the right to increase pollution

discharges above their permitted levels by x pounds at t+ `.

This type of contract may be problematic in the context of nutrient pollution control for

two reasons. First, the commodity that the seller is providing at time t (i.e. the amount of

“delivered” pollution reduction) is not well-defined. The complex relationship between nu-

trient control measures performed on agricultural land and the ultimate timing and amount

of pollution deliveries makes this so. Defining the commodity as “estimated nutrient reduc-

tions” as many existing trading programs do (e.g. [62]) is one way around this problem,

although uncertainty remains as to whether future regulations could become more strict

if water quality goals fail to be achieved on schedule. Regulators’ affinity for this type of

“adaptive management” may leave point sources uncertain as to whether the nonpoint re-

ductions they purchase in the present will guarantee them the right to increase their future

discharges. Pollution delivery uncertainty may spawn regulatory uncertainty.

Second, even if nonpoint pollution reductions can be delivered reliably, a TMDL may re-

quire point sources to make reductions sooner than reductions from nonpoint sources can be

delivered. To satisfy these requirements, point sources may need to make long-lived invest-

ments in nutrient removal technologies that could render the future reductions in delivered

pollution from nonpoint sources unnecessary. Allowing point and nonpoint sources to trade

contemporaneous discharges according to some lag-specific trade ratio could open the door

for point source abatement costs savings while accounting for the fact that point and non-

point reductions are not ecologically equivalent (due to lag-length disparities). I discuss this

system next.

3.2.3 Markets for Pollution Discharges (A Trading Ratio Approach)

Instead of prohibiting sources with different delivery dates from trading pollution reductions

with one another, suppose these trades are allowed provided they are not one-for-one. In

principle, the correct trade ratio should require the lagged source to reduce pollution in excess

of the quantity that they are offsetting to account for the fact that reductions from lagged

sources will provide environmental benefits later in the future (making them economically

less valuable). This system would place a cap on the aggregate amount of pollution that can
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be discharged at any point in time, but would be indifferent to how these discharges were

allocated among the polluting firms. Firms with high reduction costs could pay low-cost

firms to make reductions on their behalf, reducing overall control costs while maintaining

aggregate discharges at a constant level. Using the socially optimal pollution discharges as

a guide, let caps on discharges in period t, TD(t), be based on the optimal discharges from

section 3.2.1, where

TD∗(t) =
∑
j

w∗j (t) +
∑
i

x∗i (t)

The market equilibrium under this trading system is given by the solution to

min
xi(t), wj(t)

∫ ∞
0

{∑
j

gj
[
wj(t)

]
+
∑
i

ci
[
xi(t)

]}
e−rt dt

subject to ∑
j

wj(t) +
∑
i

xi(t) ≤ TD∗(t) ∀t (3.12)

with corresponding Lagrangian expression

L =

∫ ∞
0

{∑
j

gj
[
wj(t)

]
e−rt +

∑
i

ci
[
xi(t)

]
e−rt + λ(t)

[∑
j

wj(t) +
∑
i

xi(t)− TD∗(t)
]}

dt

Optimal discharges satisfy

−g′j
[
wj(t)

]
e−rt = λ(t) ∀j, t ≥ 0

−c′i
[
xi(t)

]
e−rt = λ(t) ∀i, t ≥ 0

implying that

g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= g′j′

[
wj′(t)

]
∀j, j′, t ≥ 0

g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= c′i

[
xi(t)

]
∀j, i, t ≥ 0

c′i
[
xi(t)

]
= c′i′

[
xi′(t)

]
∀i, i′, t ≥ 0

This outcome differs from (3.9) in two ways. First, marginal costs between the two sources are

being evaluated on contemporaneous discharges, whereas in (3.9b) and (3.9c), the evaluation

occurs on lag-adjusted discharges—marginal reduction costs for PSj at t are being compared

with marginal reduction costs for NPSi at t − `i and marginal reduction costs for NPSi
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at t are being compared to marginal reduction costs for NPSi′ at t − (`i′ − `i). Second,

whereas nonpoint marginal reduction costs in (3.9b) and (3.9c) are inflated by the continuous

time discount factor er` (where ` denotes the lag discrepancy between the sources), no such

adjustment is applied to nonpoint source costs under this discharge trading system. A

regulator could fix this second issue by applying a trade ratio to nonpoint source i’s discharges

equal to er`i , meaning that for every pound of pollution increased at a point source, its

nonpoint trading partner would have to reduce its discharges er`i pounds. Formally, this

design choice would require modifying the cap on discharges, turning (3.12) into∑
j

wj(t) +
∑
i

xi(t)e
−r`i ≤ TD∗(t) ∀t (3.13)

The first order conditions for the new Lagrangian expression are

−g′j
[
wj(t)

]
e−rt = λ(t) ∀j, t ≥ 0

−c′i
[
xi(t)

]
e−r(t−`i) = λ(t) ∀i, t ≥ 0

implying that the allocation of discharges between any point source j and nonpoint source

i and any nonpoint source i and i′ is given by

−g′j
[
wj(t)

]
= −c′i

[
xi(t)

]
er`i ∀j, i, t ≥ 0

−c′i
[
xi(t)

]
= −c′i′

[
xi′(t)

]
er(`i′−`i) ∀i, i′, t ≥ 0

These conditions will match (3.9b) and (3.9c) as long as xi(t) = xi(t− `i) for all i. Because

legacy pollution from nonpoint source i is still being delivered until t = `i, NPSi’s deliveries

at t will exceed its discharges until t = `i. Provided that NPSi discharges at a constant

rate, xi(t) will then equal xi(t− `i) for all t ≥ `i. The earliest this can be true for all sources

is t = `N , again, provided each source discharges at a constant rate from the start of the

management period. These facts imply that if a permit market is established at the outset in

which simple adjustment factors are applied to nonpoint source discharges, as specified in the

modified discharge cap (3.13), this system will implement the first-best solution for t ≥ `N .

The discharges that result from this trading equilibrium will equal optimal discharges in the

N th + 1 regime. These discharges will be suboptimal for t < `N , but optimal thereafter.

Getting the system of trade ratios to implement the first-best for all t would require (like the

forward market system) establishing N+1 time-specific load caps and N+1 sets of time- and
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source-specific adjustment factors to allocate discharges appropriately among the sources.

Given the complexity of the actual nonpoint delivery process, these parameters would be

enormously difficult to determine. In the next section, I analyze a simple two-polluter, two

period problem to illustrate how an optimal pre-steady state trade ratio system would be

designed in principle.

3.3 Two Polluter, Two Period Problem

Consider pollution originating from one point source whose discharges, w, deliver immedi-

ately and one nonpoint source whose discharges, x, deliver with an `-period delay. As before,

let the costs associated with these discharge levels be given by g(w) and c(x) and let TL0

and TL` denote total loads delivered in period 0 and `. Formally,

TL0 = x̄ + w (3.14a)

TL` = x + w̄ (3.14b)

where x̄ represents exogenous deliveries of legacy loads from nonpoint and w̄ represents

exogenous point source discharges in period t+ `. The regulator’s problem is

min
w, x

g(w) + c(x) + D(TL0) + D(TL`)δ
` subject to (3.14)

where δ = 1
(1+r)

is the discount factor. The optimal w and x must satisfy −g′(w) = D′(TL0)

and −c′(x) = D′(TL`)δ
`, meaning that marginal pollution control costs at each source

are balanced against the present value of the marginal damage costs associated with each

discharge. Denote these first-best load allocations w∗ and x∗. Note from the first order

conditions that x∗ depends on `, whereas w∗ is independent of `. The trade ratio and

discharge cap that implements this first-best solution under a particular ` must induce the

lag-specific x∗ while maintaining the w∗ that would prevail under any lag length.

Consider a regulatory mechanism that establishes a trade ratio, dictating the rate of

substitution between reductions at point and nonpoint sources, sets a cap on total pollution

discharge denominated in terms of one or the other source, and gives permission to the

sources to reallocate discharges among themselves subject to the trade ratio and the cap.
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Under this market design, the polluters choose loads to

min
w, x

g(w) + c(x) subject to x + wψ = TD (3.15)

where ψ represents the trade ratio (denominated in pounds of nonpoint loads per pound of

point loads) and TD represents the cap on total discharges (denominated in nonpoint loads).

The Lagrangian expression that corresponds to (3.15) is

L = g(w) + c(x) + λ
[
x + wψ − TD

]
Assuming the two sources exhaust gains from trade, they will reallocate discharge permits

until

g′(w) = c′(x)ψ

Let w̃(ψ, TD) and x̃(ψ, TD) denote each polluter’s equilibrium discharges for any ψ and

TD. Using this trading equilibrium condition g′(w) − c′(x)ψ = 0, the credit balancing

condition x+wψ − TD = 0, and the implicit function theorem (Mas Colell, Whinston, and

Green, 1995) the changes in the equilibrium loads with respect to ψ are

∂w̃

∂ψ
=

c′(x̃) − w̃ c′′(x̃)ψ

g′′(w̃) + c′′(x̃)ψ2
and

∂x̃

∂ψ
=
−c′(x̃)ψ − w̃ g′′(w̃)

g′′(w̃) + c′′(x̃)ψ2

and the changes in equilibrium loads with respect to TD are

∂w̃

∂TD
=

c′′(x̃)ψ

g′′(w̃) + c′′(x̃)ψ2
and

∂x̃

∂TD
=

g′′(w̃)

g′′(w̃) + c′′(x̃)ψ2

The derivatives of w̃ and x̃ with respect to TD are unambiguously positive—increasing to-

tal allowable loads produces load increases at both sources under this trading system. The

derivative of w̃ with respect to ψ is unambiguously negative—requiring greater nonpoint load

reductions to offset a given point load increase will lead to smaller loads (larger reductions)

from the point source. However, the sign of ∂x̃
∂ψ

is less straightforward. Since −c′(x̃)ψ and

w̃ g′′(w̃) are both positive, ∂x̃
∂ψ

may be positive or negative depending on their relative magni-

tudes. Figure 3.8 illustrates the features of ∂w̃
∂ψ

and ∂x̃
∂ψ

for one particular case. In the figure,

point source loads decrease monotonically as the trade ratio goes up, while nonpoint loads

decrease before eventually turning back upward as the trade ratio climbs. This ambiguous

effect of ψ on nonpoint loads is due to the implicit relationship between ψ and the TD.
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Figure 3.8. Loads under the optimal cap for various trade ratios

Recall the constraint in problem (3.15) (the discharge cap) and note how the point source

sector’s usage of the cap is given by the product of w and ψ. For large values of ψ, point

source loads may shrink such that the overall size of wψ may decrease, leaving a larger share

of cap left for nonpoint loads. In this way, changes in ψ produce both a relative price effect

(shifting load reductions toward point sources) and an endowment effect (relaxing the cap

and thereby increasing loads at both sources).

3.3.1 The First Best Regulation

Given the equilibrium outcome of a discharge trading system under any choice of trading

ratio ψ and cap TD, consider next the optimal choice of ψ and TD. Formally, a regulator

would select these parameters to

min
ψ, TD

g
[
w̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ c

[
x̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ D(TL0) + D(TL`)δ

` subject to (3.14)
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The optimal values of ψ and TD must jointly satisfy{
g′
[
w̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ D′(TL0)

}
∂w̃

∂ψ
+

{
c′
[
x̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ D′(TL`)δ

`

}
∂x̃

∂ψ
= 0 (3.16a)

{
g′
[
w̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ D′(TL0)

}
∂w̃

∂TD
+

{
c′
[
x̃(ψ, TD)

]
+ D′(TL`)δ

`

}
∂x̃

∂TD
= 0 (3.16b)

Since ∂w̃
∂ψ

will not equal ∂w̃
∂TD

in general and ∂x̃
∂ψ

will not equal ∂x̃
∂TD

in general, the terms in

brackets must vanish to guarantee that both of these conditions are satisfied. This corre-

sponds to the first order conditions of the social cost minimization problem above. Combin-

ing these first order conditions with the trading equilibrium condition indicates that at the

optimum

ψ∗ =
D′(TL0)

D′(TL`)δ`
(3.17)

which states that the optimal rate of substitution between point and nonpoint discharges

is exactly the ratio of the marginal damage costs of point source discharges to the time-

discounted marginal damage costs of nonpoint discharges. This ensures that the relative

allocation is correct, but TD must also be chosen to ensure that the levels of each discharge

be correct. With both the trade ratio and the overall cap at their disposal, a regulator

can, in theory, adjust both to implement the first-best discharges w∗ and x∗. Because the

discount factor δ is less than one, the optimal trade ratio, ψ∗, is positively related to lag

length. Recall however that a) as ψ increases, point source loads in the trading equilibrium

fall, and b) w∗ is lag invariant. To accommodate a larger ψ while maintaining constant

point source discharges, the optimal cap TD∗ must increase in tandem with ψ∗. Figure 3.9

illustrates the relationship between nonpoint lag length and the optimal pair of trade ratio

and cap for a particular set of abatement costs and damage cost functions. To make room

for higher optimal nonpoint loads under a longer lag lengths, the regulator must adjust the

cap upward (increasing loads at both sources) and then increase the trade ratio enough to

bring point source loads back down to their previous level.

3.3.2 A Second Best Context

Since pollution damage costs are highly uncertain, regulators often choose a limit on total

allowable pollution (perhaps based on biological criteria) and aim to meet this limit in the

most cost effective way. Horan and Shortle [37] analyze this type of scenario in the context
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Figure 3.9. Optimal pair of trade ratio and cap for lag lengths of 1 to 30 years

of nutrient loads in the Susquehanna River basin. Along these lines, consider a discharge cap

fixed exogenously at ˆTD with the regulator seeking to minimize social costs solely through

the choice of ψ. This time the optimal ψ must satisfy (3.16a) for TD = ˆTD. Here, the first-

best outcome can be achieved only if the cap is set at TD∗. In the event that ˆTD 6= TD∗,

the bracketed terms in (3.16a) no longer vanish and the second best optimal trade ratio, ψ̂,

obtains by substituting c′(x)ψ for g′(w) (from the trading equilibrium) in the left-hand side

of (3.16a):

ψ̂ =
−
[
c′(x) + D′(TL`)δ

`
]
∂x
∂ψ
− D′(TL0)∂w

∂ψ

c′(x)∂w
∂ψ

(3.18)

Rather than directly equating marginal abatement costs and marginal damage costs for each

type of load separately3 as would occur in a first-best context, the solution to the second-

best problem strikes a balance between abatement cost savings (associated with shifting

loads from nonpoint to point sources) and damage cost savings (associated with increasing

3Since g′(w) < 0, it essentially represents the benefits of discharging loads equal to w. The numerator
and denominator on the right-hand side of (3.18) is therefore the damage costs associated with each type of
load net of the cost savings associated with discharging loads of that size
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Figure 3.10. Total costs (abatement plus damage costs) for various trade ratios

point source reductions, thereby delivering more immediate ecological benefits).

Figure 3.10 plots the total costs (abatement plus damage) associated with various choices

of trade ratios under three different discharge caps. The middle curve represents the total

costs of various trade ratios under the optimal discharge cap, while the curves to the right

and left illustrate the costs for discharge caps 20% larger and smaller, respectively, than the

optimal cap. The minima of these curves represent the optimal trade ratio for the given cap.

Note that in the case of the optimal cap and the “optimal plus 20%” cap, the cost-minimizing

trade ratios are both greater than one. This would make sense based on the logic that an

increase in point source loads must be compensated for by an extra bit of nonpoint reduction

to make it worthwhile to wait for the delayed environmental benefits. However, ψ > 1 need

not be true in general—case in point, the “optimal minus 20%” cap.

For the numerical example in Figure 3.10, under a cap that’s 20% smaller than optimal,

the second-best trade ratio is less than one. The reason this can persist even in a lagged
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Figure 3.11. Optimal trade ratio given the cap (for 1-year lag length)

pollution context follows from (3.16a) (the condition governing the second best trade ratio)

where the solution represents a tradeoff between suboptimal marginal abatement costs and

suboptimal marginal damage costs. Under a shrinking cap, pollution sources face rising

abatement costs, while pollution damages become less severe. Reducing the trade ratio

below one in this scenario will shift loads toward point sources where abatement costs tend

to be steepest. This inevitably will increase pollution damages but the overall tradeoff with

be worthwhile. Figure 3.11 illustrates this relationship between the size of the cap and the

optimal trade ratio for a simple numerical example. This result mirrors those found by

Shortle [69] and Horan and Shortle [39] where the presence of risk in nonpoint pollution

control does not theoretically preclude trade ratios less than one.

Consistent with the framework put forward in Horan and Shortle [37], this last result

implies that trade ratios must be chosen keeping the overall load cap explicitly in mind.

Under optimal caps, the presence of lags implies a nonpoint-point trade ratios greater than

one, however, under suboptimal caps set especially far below the first-best level, trade ratios

between lagged and nonlagged sources may be less than one.
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3.4 Conclusion

This essay characterizes the solution to the general problem of managing pollution discharges

from multiple sources with different lag lengths, noting that the optimal time-specific load

allocations will consist of N + 1 pollution control regimes where particular sets of source are

optimized jointly during various intervals (Figure 3.1). The number of regimes corresponds

to the number of distinct lag lengths that exist among the polluters under regulation. This

first-best optimum would be achievable in theory if a set of N + 1 regime-specific load

caps were established and permits distributed to the firms belonging to each regime over

the correct firm-specific time interval. Even if the lag structure across a watershed were

greatly simplified (by perhaps placing sources into bins according to approximate lag length)

this market design would require the use of forward contracts which would introduce new

dimensions of complexity (time and uncertainty) for the market participants. Given the low

participation rates in even simple water quality trading schemes [23], we could expect this

design to suppress trading activity still further.

An alternative market design is proposed where participants trade contemporaneous dis-

charges rather than time-dated load deliveries. Properly adjusting for lags using a trade

ratio of eδ` (where ` represents the difference in lag length between the trading partners and

δ is the discount rate) would align the market outcome with the first-best solution during

t > `N (i.e., after the period 0 discharges from the source with the longest lag length have

been delivered). This interval corresponds to the final regime during which loads settle at

steady state levels. While, this trading rule will not generally reproduce the first-best loads

for t < `N , the approach represents a simple policy design that will correct for at least some

of the distortion in the market brought on by lag length discrepancies.

While designing a first-best trade ratio scheme prior to the steady state would entail

the same type of regime-specific policy that makes forward markets prohibitively complex,

I characterize first-best and second-best trade ratios for a simple two-period, two-polluter

model. Adjusting both the discharge cap and the trade ratio, a regulator can, in principle,

mimic the first-best solution for any lag length in the nonpoint sector (Figure 3.9). Modifying

the cap allows discharges to increase while increasing the trade ratio shifts loads away from

point sources and toward nonpoint sources. The optimal cap and the optimal trade ratio both

increase with nonpoint lag length, and nonpoint-point trade ratio will exceed one whenever

lags exist. In a second best context, the regulator takes a suboptimal cap as given and

trades off the abatement cost savings associated with higher point source loads against the
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damages prevented by allocated loads from point to nonpoint sources. Even in the presence

of lags, optimal nonpoint-point trade ratios may be less than one when the cap is sufficiently

small. Such cases result from the relative importance of abatement cost versus damage

costs, the former tending to be large and the latter tending to be small under a stringent

cap. As previous studies have shown in other contexts (see Horan and Shortle [37]; Horan

and Shortle [39]), regulators must account for the size of the cap when designing trade ratios

that account for lag length.



Chapter 4
Achieving Joint Emissions Targets for

Multiple Pollutants: Sequential vs.

Simultaneous Permit Trading

4.1 Introduction

The economic and ecological damages associated with waste disposal depend on both the

amounts and types of waste that combine in environmental media (air and water) [14]. Many

forms of harmful pollution result from the presence of multiple substances in combination.

For example, smog (responsible for eye, throat, and lung irritation) results from the interac-

tion of sunlight with both hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxide in the atmosphere [33]. Indeed,

the problem of eutrophication in aquatic ecosystems discussed in chapter 1 results from the

over-abundance of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) in these waters [71, 42]. Depending on

how two or more pollutants interact in the environment, the optimal policy may prescribe

reductions of each pollutant in similar proportions or call for reductions exclusively of one

pollutant or another. In the case of nutrient pollution, physical scientists have pointed out

that reductions of both N and P are critical for maintaining healthy estuaries and coastal

waters [12, 64]. The question then becomes how best to meet these dual objectives [79]. The-

oretical arguments for the use of tradable pollution permit systems [14, 58, 74] and recent

implementations of these systems [30] suggest potential for market mechanisms to allocate

pollution reductions at multiple sources cost-effectively. This essay considers the design of

markets for the joint control of multiple pollutants with an application to N and P reduction
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in the wastewater treatment sector.

Determining the socially efficient level of pollution is an immensely difficult calculation

[14, 4] and the need to consider the joint levels of N and P [12, 64] compounds this difficulty.

Endres [19] and Beavis and Walker [5] were among the first to characterize the economic

problem of choosing the correct levels of multiple pollutants with potentially nonlinear inter-

actions with respect to environmental benefits and abatement costs. Following these studies,

Ungern-Sternberg [79] and Kuosmanen and Laukkanen [50] show that the relative curvature

of the benefit and abatement cost functions is decisive for whether abatement effort should

focus on one pollutant or both. In dynamic settings, Michaelis [56], and Moslener and Re-

quate [59, 60] examine the optimal time paths for the abatement of multiple stock pollutants

given their jointness in both benefits and costs. These studies concern the choice of optimal

pollution levels, but an alternative approach would be to target some “acceptable” pollution

level and seek to achieve it at minimum cost [14, 4]. Gren et al. [31], and Elofsson [18] rep-

resent empirical analyses in this vein, computing least-cost nutrient load allocations among

sources discharging to the Baltic Sea.

While the research above attempts to identify pollution targets for multiple pollutants

based on either efficiency or cost-effectiveness criteria, the subsequent policy question con-

cerns how best to implement these targets. Ambec and Coria [1] define the conditions under

which taxes, tradable permits, or a mixed policy most efficiently regulate two pollutants

under uncertainty, while Montero [57] derives rules for when markets for reductions of two

pollutants should be integrated or separated in the presence of both uncertainty and incom-

plete enforcement. Another important design element when targeting multiple objectives is

the choice of sequential versus simultaneous implementation—does implementing two poli-

cies at the same time lead to the same outcome as implementing them one after the other?

Feng et al. [22] study this question in the context of land conservation policy where a land

conservation program may have two fixed budgets: one to fund land retirement and the

other to fund alterations to management practices on working land. Since a given land

parcel can only be designated for either retirement or management alterations, the authors

find that allocating these two budgets optimally in sequential fashion may lead to inefficient

conservation choices relative to the case where the fixed budgets are allocated simultaneously.

The timing of implementation may also matter when the abatement of two or more pol-

lutants exhibits economies of scope and investment in pollution control is irreversible [52]1.

1Referring to the wastewater treatment sector, Lence, Eheart, and Brill [52] point out that “if efficient
capital investments are made in facilities to control one pollutant, those facilities may be inefficient when
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Ermoliev, Michalevich, and Nentjes [20] show theoretically that a tradable permit market

with bilateral, sequential trades will eventually converge on the least-cost emissions alloca-

tion, but they concede that these results depend critically on participating firms being able

to costlessly adjust emissions levels up and down. This assumption of costless adjustment

is inappropriate for nutrient reductions in the wastewater treatment sector where reduction

measures predominantly involve discrete, irreversible capital investments [73].

Lence, Eheart, and Brill [52] study this issue empirically for a set of municipal wastew-

ater dischargers along the Willamette River in Oregon, analyzing the relative performance

of sequential versus simultaneous tradable discharge permit systems for three pollutants: N,

P, and biological oxygen demand (BOD). They test multiple management scenarios (uni-

form discharge standards, sequential markets with trades occurring first in BOD then in

P, sequential markets with trades occurring first in P then in BOD, etc.) and solve nu-

merically for the cost-minimizing (market equilibrium) investments at the various facilities

under each regulatory design. Due to interdependecies in treatment costs, they find that

investing in reductions of each pollutant one by one is more costly than if investments were

chosen with the joint standard in mind from the start. This finding is corroborated by engi-

neering principles—in particular, Sedlak [68] notes that “biological processes for removal of

[nitrogen and phosphorus] may be incorporated into the standard activated sludge secondary

treatment process with relative ease. (p.170)”

While Lence et al. [52] show that a simultaneous market design outperforms a sequential

design for the particular case of N, P, and BOD management along the Willamette River, a

more general characterization of how implementation timing matters for multiple pollutant

control has yet to be developed. These authors stress the importance of cost interdependence

for determining the size of this performance gap2, though their methodological approach

(optimizing over a finite set of discrete abatement choices) precludes making a more precise

statement about this relationship. This essay extends Lence et al.’s [52] analysis by mod-

eling facility-level nutrient reduction costs as a continuous function of the facility’s existing

treatment levels (defined as the current N and P concentration of the facility’s discharges)

and considering the optimal pattern of investment required to meet any pair of N and P

discharge standards. The model allows for an evaluation of the efficiency shortfall associated

with a sequential policy (relative to a simultaneous one) for any joint discharge standard,

controls on other pollutants are subsequently imposed. (p.897)”
2Specifically, they state that“[w]hether any economic losses from poor timing of the individual permit

markets are significant depends on the degree of interdependence of treatment costs for the various pollutants.
(p.898)”
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given the structure of joint abatement costs and the initial treatment capacities of facilities

in the regulated sector. Analysis shows that a sequential market design falls short of a si-

multaneous one only for a subset of possible joint discharge targets, even in the presence of

economies of scope. This framework is useful not only for evaluating and designing markets

for nutrient reductions where municipal wastewater dischargers feature prominently [65, 66],

but for many other cases in environmental policy where multiple environmental goods are

produced jointly [82, 53].

I begin with a description of the joint control of N and P in wastewater treatment sector

in section 4.2 before laying out a conceptual framework in section 4.3 for the cost-effective

control of two pollutants discharged from a stylized wastewater treatment sector. Section

4.4 describes the empirical model of nutrient removal costs and estimates a joint N and P

removal cost function based on cost data from N and P dischargers in the Chesapeake Bay

watershed. Section 4.5 applies the modeling framework to analyze the efficiency gap between

a sequential and simultaneous market design. The final section concludes.

4.2 The Case of Wastewater Treatment

Wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) transform polluted influent through a combination

of physical, chemical and biological processes, making it more suitable for discharge into the

natural environment or a drinking water system. They are particularly prominent sources

of nitrogen and phosphorus in small drainage basins containing dense population centers

(e.g., the Passaic River Basin, the Long Island Sound Watershed, and the Narrangasett Bay

Watershed in the northeastern United States), and even in larger watersheds, wastewater

discharges may constitute as much as half of river flow under low-flow conditions [2]. For

the purposes of nutrient pollution management, the important characteristics of a WWTP

are the concentrations of N and P in its discharged effluent and its rate of discharge. The

product of these two quantities gives the total mass of pollution discharged. Since WWTPs

are public utilities (and therefore must accept whatever volume of wastewater that busi-

nesses and residents deliver) their discharge rates are not, for practical purposes, under their

control. Rather, WWTPs only control the concentrations of the pollutants in these exoge-

nous volumes. These concentrations can be reduced by augmenting standard wastewater

treatment processes.

While the chemical and biological processes that remove N and P from wastewater are

distinct, increasing the capacity to remove N may involve only modest adjustments to existing
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processes for removing P, and vice versa. For example, the A/O process3 for phosphorus

removal requires wastewater to pass through an anaerobic zone to release P before moving

through an aerobic zone where the P binds to the sludge to be later physically filtered

out. This process can be readily converted to an A2/O process4 by adding an anoxic zone

between the anaerobic and aerobic zones already part of the A/O process [68]. Similarly, the

Bardenpho process for nitrogen removal involves wastewater passing through an anoxic zone

where carbon in the wastewater facilitates denitrification, which is then released as nitrogen

gas in the subsequent aerobic zone. Modifying this system for phosphorus removal involves

adding an anaerobic zone at the front of this existing process [68]. In this way, the shared

components (here, the anaerobic and anoxic zones) allow for less expensive upgrades for N (P)

removal where P (N) removal capacity already exists. These facts of the engineering imply

that the process of N and P treatment exhibit economies of scope where the incremental cost

of upgrading a plant’s N (P) treatment capacity depends on its current capacity to remove

P (N).

Along the lines just described, a facility with a high existing N(P)-removal capacity may

have a relatively low incremental cost of removing P (N) because the structures used in the

removal of one nutrient may play a role in the removal of the other. The incremental cost

of reducing N (P) at a particular plant will therefore be inversely related to how intensely

the plant is already reducing P (N). At the same time, the principle of diminishing returns

will cause the marginal cost of reducing N (P) at a particular plant to be directly related to

how intensely the plant is already reducing N (P). Standard treatment processes will remove

large amounts of N and P without any modification, but achieving concentrations below this

baseline requires specialized basins and aeration tanks which become more sophisticated as

the desired concentration falls [68]. Economies of scope and diminishing returns work in

tandem to define a relationship between incremental nutrient removal costs and existing

nutrient removal capacity. These effects matter for the cost-effective investments in N and

P removal insofar as the existing treatment capacities of the WWTPs under consideration

are heterogeneous.

As seen in Figure 4.1, hetergeneity in existing treatment capacity is prevalent among

the municipal WWTPs that discharge to the Chesapeake Bay. Figure 4.1 plots the nutrient

treatment levels at 416 municipal point sources in the Chesapeake Bay watershed, where

a facility’s position on the x-y plane corresponds to the concentrations of N and P in its

3A/O stands for “anaerobic/oxic”
4A2/O stands for “anaerobic/anoxic/oxic”
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Figure 4.1. Significant Municipal Point Source Dischargers in Chesapeake Bay’s Watershed

treated effluent. Facilities in the northwest quadrant have invested heavily in N removal but

relatively little in P removal, and the reverse is true for facilities in the southeast quadrant.

Facilities in the southwest quadrant have invested heavily in the removal of both N and P,

while facilities in the northeast have not invested heavily in the removal of either. By the

logic outlined above, the cheapest units of P removal will come from facilities in the northwest

of Figure 4.1, while the cheapest units of N removal will come from southeast facilities. In

this way, a facility’s relative position in N-P concentration space matters influences how

cost-effectively it can perform nutrient removal, and the cost-minimizing set of upgrades for

any given joint discharge target will depend on the degree of complementarity in the joint

abatement process and the distribution of existing treatment capacity in the set of polluting

facilities.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 further illustrate this principle, plotting the level curves (in concen-

tration space) for the marginal cost of N and P reduction, respectively. The arrows in each

figure indicate directions of increasing cost and each line represents combinations of N and

P concentrations for which marginal reductions in N or P is equally costly. Any movement

due west (smaller N concentration holding P constant) will decrease the marginal cost of
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Figure 4.2. Iso-marginal cost lines for N removal (x-axis N mg/L; y-axis P mg/L)

Figure 4.3. Iso-marginal cost lines for P removal (x-axis N mg/L; y-axis P mg/L)

removing P (Figure 4.3) and increase the marginal cost of reducing N (Figure 4.2). Simi-

larly, any movement due south (smaller P concentration holding N constant) will increase

the marginal cost of removing P (Figure 4.3) and decrease the marginal cost of reducing N

(Figure 4.2). These principles form the basis of the continuous optimization framework that

will be used to for evaluating alternative market designs.
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4.3 Optimal Two-Pollutant Control with Economies of

Scope

This section considers the optimal targeting of upgrades among a set of sources with het-

ergeneous existing treatment capacities and describes how two-pollutant discharge targets

map onto the optimal set of facility-level upgrades. For conceptual clarity, the wastewater

treatment sector will consist of three WWTPs that differ only with respect to the levels of

nutrient reduction they’ve already achieved.

Let variables ni and pi denote the post-treatment concentrations (treatment capacities)

of N and P in wastewater treatment facility i’s discharges, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Suppose that

facilities have just two possible initial treatment capacities for each pollutant—facilities will

have already reduced their N concentration down to either nH or nL (with nL < nH) and

their P concentrations down to either pH or pL (with pL < pH). Let Fi denote facility i and

let noi and poi refer to the initial N and P treatment capacities at Fi, where 〈no1, no2, no3〉 =

〈nL, nH , nH〉 and 〈po1, po2, po3〉 = 〈pH , pH , pL〉. Facilities accept and discharge wastewater at

rates ωi, and the means by which nutrient reduction occurs is solely through the lowering

of the nutrient concentrations in these exogenous volumes (facilities do not have the option

to “reduce output”). Finally, all facilities have an identical cost function c(n, p) where

costs increase in the reduction of either nutrient at increasing rates (cn < 0, cnn < 0,

cp < 0, cpp < 0), and marginal costs of reducing one pollutant decreases the more the facility

reduces the other pollutant (cnp > 0). Since cost structures at the facilities are the same,

cost disparities stem only from differences in the initial treatment capacities.

Conceptually, the three modeling units introduced above represent facilities in the north-

west, northeast, and southeast quadrants of Figure 4.1. These facilities are represented by

the red circles in Figure 4.4, Panel B. Given the exogenous flow volumes and the initial

treatment capacities of facilities in this stylized wastewater sector, baseline aggregate N and

P discharges are given by

nLω1 + nHω2 + nHω3 ≡ N0

and

pHω1 + pHω2 + pLω3 ≡ P0

These baselines are represented by the red square in Figure 4.4, Panel A. Let the aggregate
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cost of any set of nutrient removal capacities be given by

π(n,p) =
3∑
i=1

wi c(ni, pi)

where n and p are vectors of treatment levels 〈n1, n2, n3〉 and 〈p1, p2, p3〉. Given any nitrogen

discharge target N̄ and any phosphorus discharge target P̄ , the problem is to

min
n,p

π(n,p) subject to
3∑
i=1

niωi ≤ N̄ ,

3∑
i=1

piωi ≤ P̄ , ni ≤ noi , pi ≤ poi (4.1)

The first two inequality constraints represent the requirement to meet the aggregate discharge

limits N̄ and P̄ . The constraints on individual variables ni and pi represent irreversibility in

treatment capacity, that is, sources may reduce their N or P concentration but not liquidate

existing their capital stock.

Reducing the mass of nutrient discharges below the initial aggregate discharge levels (N0,

P0) requires upgrading the treatment capacities of one or more of the polluting facilities. Do-

ing so at minimum cost means upgrading the low cost facilities first and bringing along the

costlier ones only if the emissions target requires it. Since cost disparities stem from differ-

ences in treatment capacities, the disparities that exist initially will diminish as upgrades

at lower capacity sources occur and begin to catch up those that have higher treatment

capacity.

Figures 4.4A and 4.4B depict the problem’s initial conditions in terms of total discharges

and facility-level concentrations. To achieve some emissions target P̄ < P0, which facilities

should be upgraded? As previously explained, P reductions are cheapest in the northwest

corner of 4.4B and become more expensive with any movement south or east. For small

reductions in P, upgrades need only occur at F1, following the arrow in 4.4D. Along this

path, diminishing returns set in, and eventually (at the dotted yellow line) F1’s marginal

P removal cost will match F2’s. Let P1 (Figure 4.4C) denote aggregate P discharges at

this juncture. Once F1 “catches up” to F2 in terms of marginal P reduction costs, the

burden of any further P reductions will be shared between them, and they will reduce

their concentrations together so as to always maintain equal marginal costs. F3 will not

be required to upgrade until F1 and F2 both “catch up” to it (at the dotted yellow line in

4.4F). Let P2 (Figure 4.4E) denote total P discharges at this juncture. For an emissions

target P̄ < P2, concentrations will be reduced at all three facilities (again, maintaining equal
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marginal costs). The optimal investment in N reductions follows exactly the same logic, and

Figure 4.5 depicts these analogous cases.

Figure 4.4. Mapping P reductions onto facility upgrades
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Figure 4.5. Mapping N reductions onto facility upgrades

The upgrade regimes in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 pertain to aggregate discharge standards

that only target one pollutant or the other. More interesting situations arise when N and P

are targeted in combination. Specifically, when economies of scope are present, the optimal

upgrade regime for a given N̄ may depend on P̄ and vice versa. To see how N̄ and P̄ jointly

influence the upgrade regime, consider making a small P reduction starting at the position

in Figures 4.4A and 4.4B (designate this scenario “case 1”) versus the position in Figure
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4.5E and 4.5F (designate this scenario “case 2”). No upgrades have yet occurred in case 1,

whereas N discharges have been reduced to N2 in case 2. In case 1, F1’s marginal P reduction

cost is strictly lower than F2’s, so the optimal plan for achieving a small P reduction with

N̄ = N0 would be to upgrade F1 only. In case 2, F2 has “caught up” to F1 in terms of N

reduction, making their marginal P reduction costs equal. The optimal plan for achieving

a small P reduction with N̄ = N2 would be to upgrade both facilities simultaneously. F2

therefore begins upgrading P “sooner” (i.e., at a higher P̄ ) when N̄ = N2 than when N̄ = N0.
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Figure 4.6. Mapping combinations of N and P reductions onto facility upgrades

While N̄ = N2 represents one instance where this occurs, in fact there is an entire interval

N̄ ∈ (N2, N1) for which F2 will begin contributing P reductions at some unique P̄ . One of

these intermediate cases is shown in Figures 4.6A and 4.6B, where N̄ = N ′. While F2

doesn’t technically upgrade P in Figure 4.6B as drawn, it becomes “active” in the sense

that the very next bit of P reduction will require F2 to join F1 in the reductions. Note

that if N concentrations were lower, F2 would become active even earlier in the P removal
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process. Also note that for any combination N̄ ≥ N1 and P̄ ≥ P1, F2 is never called upon

to reduce at all (see Figure 4.6D) and thus N and P reductions occur independently at F3

and F1, respectively. Outside of this region (i.e. anywhere outside the rectangle outlined

by the arrows in Figure 4.6C), the optimal upgrade regimes will be determined by the joint

selection of N̄ and P̄ .

Let the function f(N̄) define a set of regime-switching points, where f takes any N̄ and

maps it to the maximum P̄ for which F2 will become “active” with respect to both N and

P upgrades. f will be a piecewise function whose domain is partitioned along N̄ = N1. For

N̄ ≤ N1, setting P̄ < f(N̄) will induce F2 to upgrade with respect to P, otherwise F2 will

remain at pH . For N̄ > N1, setting P̄ < f(N̄) will induce F2 to upgrade with respect to N,

otherwise F2 will remain at nH . The right-hand panel of Figure 4.7 plots the general form

of f(N̄).

Another set of regime-switching points occurs where emissions targets become so strict

as to induce N or P upgrades at the least efficient facilities (F1 for N treatment and F3 for P

treatment). Again, because of economies of scope, these frontiers cannot be defined at fixed

values of N̄ or P̄ but instead depend on the two values in combination. Let the function

g(N̄) define the boundary in discharge space that separates these regimes. g is a piecewise

function whose domain can be partitioned along N̄ = N3, where N3 is the discharge level in

Figure 4.6E at which all three facilities converge on (nL, pL) (Figure 4.6F). For any N̄ ≤ N3,

setting P̄ < g(N̄) will induce F1 (initially the costliest source of N reduction) to upgrade with

respect to N, otherwise F1 will remain at nL. Similarly, for any N̄ > N3. setting P̄ < g(N̄)

will induce F3 (initially the costliest source of P reduction) to upgrade with respect to P,

otherwise F3 will remain at pL. The right-hand panel of Figure 4.7 plots the general form of

g(N̄).

The functions f and g, along with the points (N1, P1), (N2, P2) and (N3,P3) allow a

complete characterization of the optimal upgrade regimes for any emissions target (N̄ , P̄ ).

Table 4.1 enumerates the 14 qualitatively unique upgrade regimes and identifies the sets of

N̄ and P̄ that make them optimal. A “yes” under column ni or pi, in Table 4.1 indicates

that the concentration of n or p at facility i is reduced below its baseline level for the joint

discharge target specified in columns N̄ and P̄ . The left-hand panel of Figure 4.7 depicts

the complete set of boundaries between the upgrade regimes specified in Table 4.1, where

the n’s and p’s in each zone indicate which nutrient levels must drop below their baseline

to achieve the joint discharge target implied by that zone. The numbers in the upper left of

each zone correspond to the regime numbers in Table 4.1.
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# Figure N̄ P̄ n1 p1 n2 p2 n3 p3

1 4.4A, 4.4B, 4.5A, 4.5B N̄ = N0 P̄ = P0 – – – – – –

2 4.4C, 4.4D N̄ = N0 P1 < P̄ < P0 – yes – – – –

3 4.4E, 4.4F N̄ = N0 P2 < P̄ < P1 – yes – yes – –

4 N̄ = N0 0 < P̄ < P2 – yes – yes – yes

5 4.5C, 4.5D N1 < N̄ < N0 P̄ = P0 – – – – yes –

6 4.5E, 4.5F N2 < N̄ < N1 P̄ = P0 – – yes – yes –

7 0 < N̄ < N2 P̄ = P0 yes – yes – yes –

8 4.6C, 4.6D N1 < N̄ < N0 P1 < P̄ < P0 – yes – – yes –

9 N1 < N̄ < N0 f(N̄) < P̄ < P1 – yes – yes yes –

10 4.6A, 4.6B N2 < N̄ < N1 f(N̄) < P̄ < P0 – yes yes – yes –

11 4.6E, 4.6F N2 < N̄ < N0 g(N̄) < P̄ < f(N̄) – yes yes yes yes –

12 N3 < N̄ < N0 0 < P̄ < g(N̄) – yes yes yes yes yes

13 0 < N̄ < N3 P3 < P̄ < g(N̄) yes yes yes yes yes –

14 0 < N̄ < N3 0 < P̄ < P3 yes yes yes yes yes yes

a “yes” beneath ni or pi indicates the concentration is reduced below its baseline for the discharge requirement corre-

sponding to that row

Table 4.1. Upgrade Regimes Across all (N̄ , P̄ ) Combinations

Figure 4.7. Zones of Qualitatively Similar Upgrade Regimes
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4.4 Estimating the Nutrient Removal Cost Function

A recent Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP) publication [24] compiles a list of 304 wastewater

treatment facilities in the Chesapeake Bay watershed and estimates their nutrient removal

upgrade costs through a combination of direct contact with facility managers and engineering

estimates based on the characteristics of the facilities. The report defines four tiers of N and

P removal (Table 4.2) and lists the incremental capital costs associated with upgrading the

facility from one tier to the next. While there are 304 facilities in the data set, the report

includes the upgrade costs associated with moving from each tier to the next, so there can

be multiple cost observations for a given facility. 31% of the facilities were already equipped

to treat P above the Tier 1 level (< 1mg/L) and 11% were equipped to treat N above Tier

1 (< 8mg/L), in which cases upgrade costs were only reported for the tiers that represented

an improvement in nutrient removal capacity. No facilities were already at Tier 4 capacity

for both N and P.

Nitrogen (mg/L) Phosphorus (mg/L)

Tier 1 N ≥ 8 P > 1.0

Tier 2 5 < N < 8 0.5 < P < 1.0

Tier 3 3 < N < 5 0.1 < P < 0.5

Tier 4 N < 3 P < 0.1

Table 4.2. Nutrient Treatment Tier Definitions from CBPO (2002)

In addition to these upgrade cost estimates, the report includes information on the initial

N and P treatment levels at each plant, making it possible to specify upgrade costs as

a function of existing treatment capacity and estimate the degree of interdependence in

the capital costs of N and P removal. Because CBP [24] reports nutrient removal costs

separately for N and P (holding the treatment level of the other nutrient constant), these

values represent the “partial” incremental costs of upgrading treatment capacity. Since the

analysis in section 4.3 is based on a joint N and P removal cost function, I use these two sets

of “partial” incremental cost data to estimate a two-equation system from which to derive

the parameters of the joint cost function. In what follows I specify the empirical model of

nutrient removal costs and present results of the estimation.
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4.4.1 Empirical Model

Let x denote a set of physical or chemical wastewater characteristics (nutrient content,

prevalence of organic compounds or suspended solids, etc.). WWTPs receive water having

a set of baseline characteristics, x̄, and after applying various treatment processes, discharge

water with a new set of characteristics xo, thereby rendering it more desirable. While building

the capacity to achieve a particular wastewater quality target requires large initial outlays,

once these structures are in place, all incoming wastewater can be treated to those levels.

To model this process, let f(x; x̄) represent the capital costs associated with building the

capacity to convert incoming wastewater from an untreated form x̄ to a higher quality form

x.

Taking xo as the plant’s initial treatment capacity, suppose a higher treatment level x′

is desired. Let the capital costs associated with an upgrade from xo to x′ be the difference

between the total capital costs of the new treatment capacity x′ and those of the old capacity

xo. Using g(x′, xo) to represent the incremental upgrade costs of adjusting treatment capacity

from xo to x′ this specification implies

g(x′, xo) = f(x′; x̄) − f(xo; x̄) (4.2)

Defining g(·) in this way pins costs down to the ultimate baseline x̄, the “no-treatment”

level where treatment costs are zero and a natural reference point against which all upgrades

can be compared. Representing wastewater treatment capital in this way inevitably leaves

out practical concerns such as adjustment costs, compatibility between the newly introduced

structures and the old ones, and economies of scale in construction. For this analysis, I lay

aside these concerns in order to focus on economies of scope in the treatment of multiple

pollutants.

Next, consider a particular f(·) where the important wastewater characteristics are N and

P concentrations. Let f(n, p; n̄, p̄) denote the capital cost associated with reducing N and

P concentrations from their untreated baselines (n̄, p̄) down to a new set of concentrations

(n, p). Let f take on a cubic structure with a vector of parameters θ = [a, b, c, d, e, r, u, v, w]
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parameter expected sign interpretation (given expected sign)

a, b > 0 N and P removal costs increase as concentration falls

c, e > 0 marginal costs increase as concentration falls

r, w > 0 marginal costs increase at an increasing rate as
concentration falls

d < 0 marginal costs of N (P) removal fall as concentration
of P (N) falls

u, v > 0 marginal costs of N (P) removal fall at a decreasing rate as
concentration of P (N) falls

Table 4.3. Expected signs of the parameters of the nutrient removal cost function

such that

f(n, p; n̄, p̄,θ) = a(n̄− n) + b(p̄− p)

+ c(n̄− n)2 + d(n̄− n)(p̄− p) + e(p̄− p)2

+ r(n̄− n)3 + u(n̄− n)2(p̄− p) + v(n̄− n)(p̄− p)2 + w(p̄− p)3

(4.3)

The expected signs of the parameters of this joint cost function are listed in Table 4.3.

There are three sets of parameters that relate to the independent effects on capital costs

of reducing the concentration of either N or P in wastewater. It would be expected that

total capital costs of nutrient removal will increase as nutrient concentration falls for all

n ∈ [0, n̄] and p ∈ [0, p̄]. Positive coefficients on the linear terms (n̄ − n) and (p̄ − p), that

is a > 0 and b > 0, would ensure this. From diminishing returns, we’d also expect nutrient

removal capital costs to increase as nutrient concentration falls for all n ∈ [0, n̄] and p ∈ [0, p̄].

Positive coefficients on the quadratic terms (n̄ − n)2 and (p̄ − p)2, that is c > 0 and e > 0,

would ensure this. Furthermore, since we’d expect the cost of nutrient removal to become

prohibitively expensive at very low concentrations, marginal cost are likely to increase at

an increasing rate as concentration falls. Positive coefficients on the cubic terms (n̄ − n)3

and (p̄ − p)3, that is r > 0 and w > 0 would make this happen will ensure that marginal

capital costs increase at an increasing rate as nutrient concentration falls. There are also

three parameters (d, u, and v) that relate to the effects of reducing the concentration of one

pollutant on capital costs reducing the concentration of the other.

The costs of treating N and P will be interdependent, provided that d, u, and v are
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non-zero. According to the structure of (4.2), let the “partial” incremental N removal costs

be given by

g(n, no, po) = f(n, po)− f(no, po)

The first argument of g is the post-upgrade N concentrations while the second and third

arguments are the pre-upgrade N and P concentrations. The incremental cost is a function

of the magnitude of the treatment upgrade (the difference between n and no) and the ex-

isting treatment capacities of both pollutants (no and po). Expressed in terms of f and its

parameters

g(n, no, po;θ) = f(n, po;θ)− f(no, po;θ)

=
[
a+ 2cn̄+ dp̄+ 3r(n̄)2 + 2un̄p̄+ v(p̄)2

]
(no − n)

+
[
c+ 3rn̄+ up̄

] [
(no)2 − n2

]
+
[
d+ 2un̄+ 2vp̄

]
(no − n)po

+ r
[
(no)3 − n3

]
+ u

[
(no)2 − n2

]
po + v(no − n)(po)2

(4.4)

Along the same lines, let the incremental P removal costs be given by

h(p, no, po) = f(no, p)− f(no, po)

where the first argument of h is the post-upgrade P concentration and the remaining two

arguments are again the pre-upgrade concentrations. In terms of f and its parameters

h(p, no, po;θ) = f(no, p;θ)− f(no, po;θ)

=
[
b+ dn̄+ 2ep̄+ u(n̄)2 + 2vn̄p̄+ 3w(p̄)2

]
(po − p)

+
[
e+ vn̄+ 3wp̄

] [
(po)2 − p2

]
+
[
d+ 2un̄+ 2vp̄

]
(po − p)no

+ w
[
(po)3 − p3

]
+ v

[
(po)2 − p2

]
no + u(po − p)(no)2

(4.5)

To uncover θ, I estimate g and h as a linear two-equation system with parameters α and β

g(n, no, po;α) = α1(no − n) + α2

[
(no)2 − n2

]
+ α3(no − n)po + α4

[
(no)3 − n3

]
+ α5

[
(no)2 − n2

]
po + α6(no − n)(po)2

h(p, no, po;β) = β1(po − p) + β2

[
(po)2 − p2

]
+ β3(po − p)no + β4

[
(po)3 − p3

]
+ β5

[
(po)2 − p2

]
no + β6(po − p)(no)2

(4.6)
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with the restrictions α3 = β3, α5 = β6, and β5 = α6, which follow from the underlying

structure of g and h (themselves both derived from f) shown in equations (4.4) and (4.5).

Since a facility’s size may affect its per gallon nutrient removal costs, each term in (4.6) is

also interacted with size as measured in millions of gallons per day of design flow (MGD)5.

Let αsize and βsize denote the set of coefficients on the interactions of each of the terms in

(4.6) with the facility’s design flow.

The coefficient estimates from the joint estimation of (4.6) can then be used to compute

the structural parameters of f according to the definitions of g(n, no, po;θ) and h(p, no, po;θ),

specifically

a = α1 + 2α2n̄ + α3p̄ + 3α4(n̄)2 + 2α5n̄p̄ + β5(p̄)2

b = β1 + α3n̄ + 2β2p̄ + α5(n̄)2 + 2β5n̄p̄ + 3β4(p̄)2

c = −α2 − 3α4n̄ − α5p̄

d = −α3 − 2α5n̄ − 2β5p̄

e = −β2 − β5n̄ − 3β4p̄

r = α4

w = β4

u = α5

v = β5

(4.7)

Given the structure of f in (4.3), these estimates of θ characterize the joint N and

P upgrade cost of a representative WWTP for any level of existing treatment capacity

[0, n̄] × [0, p̄]. Sedlak [68] reports that baseline N and P concentrations in raw wastewater

typically range from 20-40mg/liter and 3-7mg/liter, respectively. For calculating θ in the

next section, I assume n̄ = 30 and p̄ = 5.

4.4.2 Estimation Results

The results of the joint estimation of the two “partial” incremental nutrient removal cost

functions are presented in Table 4.4. Because the independent variables in (4.6) are not

necessarily intuitive, the estimates of α and β are difficult to interpret as shown. However,

these regression coefficients can be used to back out structural parameters of f which are

more readily interpretable. Using the relationships in (4.7) and assuming a facility size of

7.7MGD (the sample mean) I present the estimates of these parameters in Table 4.4.2. For

5Design flow refers to the maximum volume a facility can receive and treat at one time.
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n = 632

Variable Coef. Std. Err. z P > |z|
α1 (no − n) 520,941.2*** 72,233.6 7.21 0.000

α2 (no)2 − n2 -1,687.4 5,246.4 -0.32 0.748

α3 (no − n) × (po) 19,629.0 18,197.3 1.08 0.281

α4 (no)3 − n3 -274.7** 130.6 -2.10 0.035

α5 (no)2 − n2 × (po) -739.4 512.4 -1.44 0.149

α6 (no − n) × (po)2 3,774.9** 1,920.2 1.97 0.049

αsize
1 (no − n) × size 16,652.4** 6,553.4 2.54 0.011

αsize
2 (no)2 − n2 × size -2,624.3*** 839.1 -3.13 0.002

αsize
3 (no − n) × (po) × size -4,494.1 2,925.3 -1.54 0.124

αsize
4 (no)3 − n3 × size 75.4*** 26.0 2.90 0.004

αsize
5 (no)2 − n2 × (po) × size 171.8* 90.8 -1.89 0.058

αsize
6 (no − n) × (po)2 × size -814.7* 488.0 -1.67 0.095

β1 (po − p) 1,859,467.0*** 153,415.2 12.12 0.000

β2 (po)2 − p2 -756,467.6*** 50,396.3 -15.01 0.000

β3 (po − p) × (no) 19,629.0 18,197.3 1.08 0.281

β4 (po)3 − p3 64,331.7*** 6,466.1 9.95 0.000

β5 (po)2 − p2 × (no) 3,774.9** 1,920.1 1.97 0.049

β6 (po − p) × (no)2 -739.4 512.364 -1.44 0.149

βsize
1 (po − p) × size 9,910.7 21,864.6 0.45 0.650

βsize
2 (po)2 − p2 × size -5,090.7 11,628.8 -0.44 0.662

βsize
3 (po − p) × (no) × size -4,494.1 2,925.3 -1.54 0.124

βsize
4 (po)3 − p3 × size 5,345.0** 2,361.4 2.26 0.024

βsize
5 (po)2 − p2 × (no) × size -814.7* 488.0 -1.67 0.095

βsize
6 (po − p) × (no)2 × size 171.8* 90.8 1.89 0.058

***significant at the 1% level, **significant at the 5% level, *significant at the 10% level

Table 4.4. Results of the Joint Estimation of System (4.6)

these calculations, I use only the coefficients that are significant at the 10% level.

The parameters on the linear and cubic terms (a and r for N, b and w for P) have the

expected positive signs, whereas the parameters on the quadratic terms (c for N, e for P)

have negative signs contrary to the expectations in Table 4.5. The negative signs of c and

e cause the total cost function to have a negative second derivative (decreasing marginal

cost) over some portions of its domain. Figure 4.8 plots the total capital costs (per million
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gallons per day of design flow) of achieving a given level of N or P concentration given the

parameter values in Table 4.4.2; capital costs are low for high concentrations (low reduction

capacity) and high for low nutrient concentrations (high reduction capacity). The portions of

decreasing marginal cost can be seen in this figure between 20 and 30 mg/L for N and between

2.5 and 5 mg/L for P (where the cost functions are concave). However, because 91% of

facilities in the sample have existing N concentrations below 20 mg/L and 78% have existing

P concentrations below 2.5 mg/L, the cost function does have the expected convex shape for

the most relevant portions of the domain. In general, the magnitudes of the parameters on

P concentration are larger than those on N due to the fact that 1mg/L represents a more

significant reduction relative to the baseline concentration of P in wastewater (5 mg/L) than

it does relative to the baseline concentration of N (30 mg/L).

The parameters that characterize the cost interdependence of N and P removal are d, u

and v. The parameter on the quadratic interaction term, d, has a negative sign, implying

that marginal capital costs for the reduction of one pollutant is inversely related to the level

of reduction being performed with respect to the other. This statistical result corroborates

the engineering principles previously described whereby the investment burden associated

with reducing N (P) is lessened by having higher existing capacity to reduce P (N). Based

on the positive sign of u, these cost savings diminish as N concentration falls (the benefit

of having higher P removal capacity shrinks as N is pushed closer to zero). The opposite

appears to be true for P, where based on the negative sign of v, the costs savings from having

a higher N removal capacity are enhanced as P concentration falls.

4.5 Sequential vs. Simultaneous Markets

Having established in section 4.3 how combinations of N and P discharge targets map onto

the optimal investments at the facility level, I illustrate how economies of scope influence

the relative performance of sequential and simultaneous markets.

Consider a joint load target where P̄ = P1 (from Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7) and N3 <

N̄ < N1 (from Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7). Suppose the regulator proposes a sequential policy

where the P target must be achieved first, followed by the N target. Achieving P1 at least

cost requires facility F1 to reduce its P concentration down to the point at which its marginal

P reduction cost just equals the marginal P reduction cost of F2 at F2’s initial treatment

capacity (given by the dashed line in Figure 4.9). Facility F1’s position in n-p space following

this optimal reduction is labeled with a “1” in Figure 4.9 to indicate that this is the first of
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parameter value term from f(n, p)

a 640,888.7 (n̄− n)

b 2,732,052.5 (p̄− p)

c -15,312.85 (n̄− n)2

d -58,357.28 (n̄− n)(p̄− p)

e -747,159.3 (p̄− p)2

r 305.9 (n̄− n)3

u 1,322.9 (n̄− n)2(p̄− p)

v -2,498.3 (n̄− n)(p̄− p)2

w 105,488.2 (p̄− p)3

Table 4.5. Estimated parameters of the joint N and P removal cost function

Figure 4.8. Total capital costs per MGD of design flow

two sequential stages. Given this irreversible investment in P reduction at F1, the most cost-

effective means of meeting the N target in the policy’s second stage is to invest in upgrades

at both facilities F2 and F3, bringing each to the positions labeled with a “2” in Figure 4.9.

The pattern of upgrades resulting from the sequential market design in the left-hand

panel of Figure 4.9 satisfies the joint N and P load target. But is it cost-effective? The
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Figure 4.9. Reduction patterns under sequential (left) vs. simultaneous (right) market design

fact that the sequential policy leads to an arrangement where F2’s marginal P reduction

cost is lower than F1’s 6 precludes this possibility—costs could be reduced by increasing P

discharges at F1 and decreasing them at F2. The right-hand panel of Figure 4.9 shows the

least-cost arrangement of upgrades that meets the same load targets in the left-hand panel.

Due to the economies of scope in the abatement process, this least-cost solution involves F2

increasing its capacity to treat both P and N relative to the upgrades it performed in the

sequential market scenario. Not only are smaller P reductions are required from F1, but

as F2 increases its capacity to treat P, its marginal costs of reducing N fall and it becomes

efficient to reallocate N discharges between facilities F2 and F3. This leads to smaller N

reductions at F3 under the simultaneous design relative to the sequential design.

The key feature of this example that caused the divergence between the sequential and

simultaneous policies is the the fact that the simultaneous policy requires F2 to reduce both

N and P. Even though F2 was not initially the least-cost source of P reductions in the first

stage, its N reductions in the second stage “retroactively” made it a cost effective source of

P reductions along with F1. Due to the sequential policy’s lack of “foresight” with respect

to the N reductions required in the second stage, F1 and F3 overinvested in reductions of P

6note that the marginal P reduction costs of F1 and F2 were equal after stage 1, but F2’s P reduction
costs drop below this level after F2 enhances its N removal capacity in stage 2
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and N, while F2 (the source able to benefit from economies of scope) underinvested. This

misallocation will arise whenever the joint discharge targets fall within zones 11-14 in Figure

4.7, which includes all the cases in which at least one plant is called on to make reductions

in both pollutants.

In cases where the least-cost solution does not require any facility to perform their up-

grades with respect to both pollutants, the equilibrium outcome under a sequential design

will exactly match that of a simultaneous design. The sets of N and P load targets for which

sequential and simultaneous designs perform identically are highlighted in Figure 4.10. This

region of the N-P discharge space corresponds to regime #’s 2-10 in Table 4.1, which in-

cludes the discharge targets for which the facilities that upgrade with respect to N do not

upgrade with respect to P and vice versa. Economies of scope never enter the picture in

these instances.

Figure 4.10. Sets of joint N and P discharge targets for which sequential markets perform iden-

tically to simultaneous markets

Having specified a joint cost function for N and P removal, it’s possible to compute the

excess cost of a sequential trading system relative to a simultaneous one, given the initial

treatment capacities of the polluting sources. First, consider the optimal arrangement of

upgrades for any joint discharge target under a sequential policy that regulates P in stage 1
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and N in stage 2. The stage 1 problem is

min
p1, p2, p3

3∑
i=1

ωi c(n
o
i , pi) subject to

3∑
i=1

ωi pi ≤ P̄ , pi ≤ poi

Let p̃i denote the least-cost values of P concentration at each facility, given that each facility’s

N reduction capacity is fixed at noi . Due to the irreversibility of investments in nutrient

removal capital, each facility’s P reduction capacity is fixed at p̃i in stage 2 where the

problem is

min
n1, n2, n3

3∑
i=1

ωi c(ni, p̃i) subject to
3∑
i=1

ωi ni ≤ N̄ , ni ≤ noi

Let ñi denote the least-cost values of N concentration at each facility, given their prior in-

vestments in P reduction. The final nutrient concentrations that emerge from this sequential

policy are (ñ, p̃).

Next, consider the arrangement of upgrades that will result under a simultaneous policy

for the same joint discharge target. The problem of choosing N and P reductions together to

satisfy the discharge targets N̄ and P̄ if formulated in (4.1). Let (n∗,p∗) represent the final

nutrient concentrations that solve this problem. Letting ∆ denote the excess cost associated

with the sequential policy, the inefficiency from a sequential market design when pollution

reductions are irreversible is given by

∆ = π(ñ, p̃) − π(n∗,p∗) (4.8)

As previously discussed, ∆ will be greater than zero when the dual N and P targets fall

within zones 11, 12, 13, or 14 (Figure 4.7, left). Because π is a function of the structural pa-

rameters of the joint cost function estimated in section 4.4, this framework provides a way to

characterize how the degree of interdependence in the reduction of two pollutants affects the

efficiency of a sequential policy implementation (relative to simultaneous implementation)

for any joint N and P discharge standard.
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4.6 Concluding Remarks

The need to regulate the joint levels of multiple interdependent pollutants has been estab-

lished in well known air pollution cases [33, 56], and scientific evidence suggests the same is

true for the case of N and P pollution in aquatic environments [12, 64]. Achieving pollution

targets through market mechanisms has gained popularity in recent decades, though imple-

menting markets for multiple pollutants introduces new design questions [1, 57]. One of these

new questions relates to the relative timing of implementation for the control of two or more

pollutants. Lence et al. [52] showed that in cases where the costs of reducing two or more

pollutants are interdependent and the reduction process is defined by discrete, irreversible

capital investments, the relative timing of policies for the control of two or more pollutants

may affect the final costs of meeting a joint discharge standard. While these authors point

out the existence of this issue, they do not formally characterize the relationship between

joint pollution reduction costs and the importance of getting the timing of policies right.

To fill this gap, this essay develops a framework for modeling the joint costs of reducing

two pollutants at the same time. The approach estimates the structural parameters of a

joint cost function to test for the presence of cost interdependence in the wastewater sector,

finding statistical evidence consistent with what is known about the engineering of joint N

and P reduction. This cost function can then be used to estimate the incremental upgrade

costs for N or P, given the facility’s existing level of treatment for either pollutant. While

this technique is applied to the wastewater sector, decisions about allocating resources to the

joint production of environmental goods are prevalent in current environmental economics

research [82, 53, 72]. This framework could be adapted to other contexts to determine the

optimal policies for land conservation, habitat protection, and carbon sequestration.



Chapter 5
Conclusion

This dissertation tackles several elements of the physical complexity of the nutrient pollution

problem, an issue that has been receiving enormous policy attention in past decades. Each

essay studies the implications of one or more of these elements for the optimal allocation of

resources toward the reduction of nutrient discharges and, in the case of chapters 3 and 4,

the design of policy to implement these allocations.

Chapter 2 characterizes the nutrient pollution problem as one of managing the growth of

two stocks over time—one, a stock of nutrients whose excess leads to the production of toxic

algae and the depletion of oxygen supplies in aquatic environments, and the other a stock

of capital used in the reduction of these nutrients from municipal wastewater. In theory,

an optimal strategy would vary the levels of nutrient reduction effort based on the urgency

of the environmental harm and the costliness of adjusting the size of the nutrient removal

capital stock. In practice, these results determine that the advantages of a time-varying are

relatively small (between 0.05 and 4%, depending on the delay associated with reductions in

the agricultural sector), and that a policy of targeting a constant nutrient loads over time

may do very well.

This result provides a sound basis for market design proposed in chapter 3, which shows

that optimally managing the nutrient loads from an indefinite number of sources with dis-

similar lag lengths would require policy to evolve over time with at least as many phases as

the number of unique lag lengths. For the vast number of sources spanning a watershed the

size of the Chesapeake Bay’s, such a policy would be prohibitively complex. Instead, the

essay proposes a design that balances the need to adjust for lag length with a competing

need for simplicity. In this design, the steady state nutrient load limit is imposed from the
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start and the discharges from one source may be allowed to offset those of another at a rate

given by a simple function of the discount rate and their lag length disparity. Such a policy

will be inefficient along the path to the steady state nutrient stock, but as chapter 2 shows,

this inefficiency may not be very substantial.

Finally, while chapter 4 relates specifically to the cost-effective control of N and P in the

point source sector, the modeling framework may have broader applications to other areas

of environmental policy that deal with multiple environmental goods produced jointly. It is

hoped that further refinement of this concept will help structure further analysis of these

issues.



Appendix A
Lagrange Multipliers

A.1 Deriving λt from (2.5c)

Recall that λt is the shadow price of increasing the pollution stock in a given period. To

see where its structure comes from, consider the effects on Z from an infinitesimally small

“pulse” of nutrients added to the pollution stock in period t. This pulse will first increase

current period damage costs by D′(St)/(1 + r)t and then contribute to future damage costs

as the fraction (1−δ) carries over into each subsequent period. Observe from (2.2) that each

pollution stock subsequent to St can be expressed

St+1 = St(1− δ) + xt,

St+2 = St(1− δ)2 + xt(1− δ) + xt+1,

St+3 = St(1− δ)3 + xt(1− δ)2 + xt+1(1− δ) + xt+2,

and so on, where the x’s represent new loads contributing to the stock in subsequent periods.

Following St through time in this way highlights the fact that differentiating Z with respect

to St (using the chain rule) will yield

D′(St)

(1 + r)t
+ (1− δ) D

′(St+1)

(1 + r)t+1
+ (1− δ)2 D

′(St+2)

(1 + r)t+2
+ (1− δ)3D

′(St+3)

(1 + r)3
+ . . . = −λt

A negative sign precedes λt in the expression above because cost “savings” are negative for

an increase to period t’s pollution stock.
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A.2 Deriving µt from (2.5d)

Recall that µt is the shadow price of increasing the abatement capital stock in a given period.

Consider the effects on Z of adding an infinitesimally small mass of capital to the WWTP’s

stock in period t. This mass affects costs through two channels. First, in a similar pattern as

in A.1, the mass will affect current period operating costs in the amount v′(K)/(1 + r)t and

then affect future operating costs as the fraction (1 − γ) carries over into each subsequent

period. Observe from (2.3) that each abatement capital stock subsequent to Kt can be

expressed

Kt+1 = Kt(1− γ) + It,

Kt+2 = Kt(1− γ)2 + It(1− γ) + It+1,

Kt+3 = Kt(1− γ)3 + It(1− γ)2 + It+1(1− γ) + It+2,

and so on. Differentiating the sets of v(Kt), v(Kt+1), v(Kt+2), etc. that appear in Z will

yield

v′(Kt)

(1 + r)t
+ (1− γ)

v′(Kt+1)

(1 + r)t+1
+ (1− γ)2 v

′(Kt+2)

(1 + r)t+2
+ (1− γ)3v

′(Kt+3)

(1 + r)3
+ . . .

which constitutes the first bracketed term in (2.7).

Through a second channel, increasing Kt will cause WWTP’s contemporaneous and

subsequent nutrient discharges to fall and affect damage costs through S. To see this,

consider that pollution stocks St+1, St+2, St+3, etc. can be expressed

St+1 = (n̄−Kt)ω

St+2 = (n̄−Kt)ω(1− δ) + [n̄−Kt(1− γ)]ω

St+3 = (n̄−Kt)ω(1− δ)2 + [n̄−Kt(1− γ)]ω(1− δ) + [n̄−Kt(1− γ)2]ω

and so on. I’ve omitted new investment and agricultural load are omitted for clarity—since

they do not interact at all with Kt, they will only affect the D′(S) by altering the values of
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S. Differentiating Z with respect to St (using the chain rule) will yield

− ω
D′(St+1)

(1 + r)t+1
− ω

D′(St+2)

(1 + r)t+2
(1− δ) − ω

D′(St+3)

(1 + r)t+3
(1− δ)2 − . . .

− ω
D′(St+2)

(1 + r)t+2
(1− γ) − ω

D′(St+3)

(1 + r)t+3
(1− δ)(1− γ) − . . .

− ω
D′(St+3)

(1 + r)t+3
(1− γ)2 − . . .

and so on. By (2.6), this collection of terms is equal to

ωλt+1 + ωλt+2(1− γ) + ωλt+3(1− γ)2 + . . .

which constitutes the second bracketed term in (2.7).



Appendix B
Point Source Reduction Costs

Horan and Shortle [39] specify

φ(PS) = u(P̄S − PS)3

where reduction costs from the point source sector, φ, depend on the total mass of the

sector’s nutrient emissions, PS, relative to a baseline P̄S. I first convert the units in this

function from mass to concentration, then I split the function linearly into a capital and

operating cost component, and finally I scale up capital costs to reflect the cumulative cost

of building the capital stock to the level implied by the nutrient discharge level.

B.1 Unit Conversion

In this step I translate the point source cost function φ(PS) to an equivalent expression

ψ(n) = u′(n̄− n)3

for which costs depend on the nutrient concentration in the discharged wastewater, n, relative

to a baseline concentration n̄. To convert the mass-based φ to the concentration-based ψ,

I decompose PS into the product of two components–the concentration of nitrogen in the

discharged effluent, n (mg per liter), and the wastewater volume, ω (million gallons per day),

conveyed through the plant. With the appropriate conversion factors, PS relates to n and

ω as follows:
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PS = n × ω × 8.3454 × 365 × 10−6(
million lbs.

yr.

) ( mg

liter

) (
million gal.

day

) (
lbs./million gal.

mg/liter

) (
days

yr.

) (
million lbs.

lbs.

)
(B.1)

Letting u′ = u
[
ω(8.3454)(365)

106

]3

, and using (B.1) to obtain n̄ = P̄S 106

ω(8.3454)(365)
and n =

PS 106

ω(8.3454)(365)
, the conversion from PS to n in φ proceeds as follows:

φ(PS) = u(P̄S − PS)3

[
106

ω(8.3454)(365)

]3 [
ω(8.3454)(365)

106

]3

= u

(
P̄S

106

ω(8.3454)(365)
− PS

106

ω(8.3454)(365)

)3 [
ω(8.3454)(365)

106

]3

= u′ (n̄ − n)3

= ψ(n)

For a given ω, the cost of an additional x-pound nutrient reduction may therefore be ex-

pressed as either

1. the increase in φ from an x
106

-unit reduction in PS or

2. the increase in ψ due to an x
ω(8.3454)(365)

-unit reduction in n

The choice variable n can be interpreted as the minimum nutrient concentration the WWTP

can achieve at a point in time, and is associated with a particular nutrient removal process

that is fixed in the short run. To attain further capacity for nutrient reduction, the plant

must upgrade to a new process that is associated with a lower post-treatment concentration.

B.2 Capital and O&M Costs

Building the capacity to reduce the nutrient concentration down to a particular level is

distinct from actually implementing the treatment itself. The former involves making long-

lived capital investments, while the latter involves purchasing the inputs required to operate

and maintain the facility. I modify ψ(n) to account for two distinct cost components—costs

incurred during daily operation (which depend on the actual volume of treated wastewater)

versus those incurred to acquire the structures and equipment that allow a WWTP to treat
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incoming wastewater up to a particular standard. I define α ∈ (0, 1) as the fraction of

annualized costs relating to capital acquisition and split ψ(n) into capital costs αu′(n̄− n)3

and operating and maintenance costs (O&M) costs (1− α)u′(n̄− n)3, both measured on an

annual basis. Altogether, the annual cost of reducing nutrient concentration below n̄ is given

by

ψ(n) = αu′(n̄− n)3 + (1− α)u′(n̄− n)3 (B.2)

I further modify (B.2) to explicitly account for the fact that capital costs depend on the

plant’s design flow (i.e. the maximum volume of wastewater a plant can receive at a point in

time), whereas O&M costs depend on the actual volume of wastewater conveyed through the

plant. Letting Ω denote design flow and ω denote actual flow. I construct per-unit versions

of the cost coefficients in (B.2), ccap = αu′

Ω
and com = (1−α)u′

ω
, and re-express point source

reduction costs as

ψ(n) = ccap(n̄− n)3Ω + com(n̄− n)3ω (B.3)

The parameter ccap represents annual capital costs per MGD of design flow, and com repre-

sents annual O&M costs per MGD of treated wastewater. In reality, economies of scale may

cause upgrade costs per MGD to fall as plant size or treated volume increases.

B.3 Converting Annual Capital Costs to Lump Sum

While expressing capital costs in annualized terms often make these figures more inter-

pretable (especially when pairing them with O&M cost figures), modeling them as such

abstracts away from the inherent dependencies between capacity choices at different points

in time. The WWTP’s nutrient removal capacity, n, is a long-run decision involving the

installation or removal of particular capital goods (mixers, basins, aeration tanks). These

installations typically entail large resource costs that are financed with annual installments

spanning the life-cycle of the capital goods (often 20-30 years). The higher the plant’s nu-

trient removal capacity, the more capital resources are involved and the larger the annual

installments will be. The way ψ is specified in (B.2), a plant with a particular capacity

n′ could choose n′′ > n′ in the following year and thereby reduce their capital costs. This

formulation allows the plant to choose a new capacity each year and pay only the annualized

capital costs associated with this treatment level. The plant essentially “rents” a year’s

worth of capacity every year. This ability to adjust n up and down each year, incurring only

a year’s worth of annualized costs, represents a case of perfectly malleable capital.
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To capture the “lumpiness” of a treatment capacity upgrade, I define a factor L with

which to scale up ccap so that the capital costs of a particular treatment level include the full

present value resource costs. Including this fact, installing the capacity to achieve a nutrient

concentration of n requires spending L · ccap(n̄− n)3Ω up front. Once installed however, the

plant’s costs in each subsequent year include only the O&M costs associated with n. While

treatment capacity may deteriorate over time. φ’s current specification implicitly assumes

zero depreciation. This assumption will be relaxed later.

Letting a = L · ccap and taking the modifications above together with (2.1), I define the

total capital cost function

f(K) = a(K)3Ω (B.4)

Capital costs increase linearly in the plant’s design flow, Ω. From (B.4), (2.12), and (2.3) I

derive investment costs as

g(It, Kt−1) = a
[
(1− γ)Kt−1 + It

]3

Ω − a
[
(1− γ)Kt−1

]3

Ω

= a
[
I3
t + 3I2

t (1− γ)Kt−1 + 3It(1− γ)2K2
t−1

]
Ω

(B.5)
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